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PREFACE
With the many musical histories that have been written in the
English language, relatively little work has been done on the subject of the
wind band and its most important musical form, the march. Evidence of
this scholarly oversight was revealed in the course of researching this
paper, when no one book could be found which contained a complete
history of the march; moreover, books written on related subjects often
gave but a limited number of references to the march in their indexes.
Feeling that the history of such an important musical form would be of
value to both students and teachers alike, this book was written in an
attempt to shed existing light on the subject. Subsequent to this objective,
it was hoped that this book might stimulate still more scholarly
investigation of the march so that future researchers would not be bound
by quantitative--if not also qualitative--insufficiencies.
In researching the subject, sources other than music books were
used. Such additional sources included: books on world history, on
military strategy, and on the dance; pictures, vases, and reliefs on cave
walls; in short, anything which provided information about beginnings,
growth, and up-to-date developments in this history of the march. The
musical characteristics of the different centuries provided still further
information through as exploration of forms written ostensibly for the
march itself, as well as of forms to which the process of marching became
adapted. Thus, in cases where tangible findings could not be drawn from
an analysis of music on a century-by-century basis, since a retrospective
approach revealed less available forms the further back the research went,
findings had to be supplemented with a study of culturally related
influences.
The starting point for compiling reference material for this book,
then, began with a study of relics, old paintings, and pottery, all of which
precede earliest written evidence of the evolution of music itself.
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INTRODUCTION
While it has been assumed that the march is a distinct form, related
in most instances to the military, it is in fact more than merely a form; it is
a style. In addition to its obvious relationship to military functions, the
march has, at one time or another, served various other capacities. One of
the earliest functions of the march unrelated to the actual process of
marching itself was the use of some martial music as a processional for
religious and civic events. Another function to evolve was that of using
martial styling as an accompaniment for existing forms of musical
expression. Finally, one of the more recent characteristics to evolve was
that of the march as an art form in itself.
The rendering of a definition for the term "march" is, to be sure, far
more difficult than merely citing the etymological growth of the word; for
while the French derivation Marche means "to step," and the Latin
derivations mar and Marcus mean "to grind" and "a hammer"
(1)

respectively, each implies a beating of the ground with the feet. Since the
march obviously includes more than simply the "beating of the ground
with the feet," a complete definition must also include other elements.
First, the structure of the march is strictly rhythmical, although
accompanying music at first did not possess this characteristic.
Nonetheless, a strict rhythm is observed regardless of whether the march is
homophonic, polyphonic, or monophonic. This rhythmic quality is
determined by a variance in cadence; thus, instrumentation is necessarily
subordinated to the accompaniment of percussion. Such a concept of the
march was clear as early as the 1600's, when Mahan wrote that it is "the
voice of the drum that the soldier should wholly attend, and not to the air
(2)

of a whistle."
Incidental to the orderly movement of troops, with which martial
music is most often associated, the march has served another purpose: to
stimulate courage, ardor, and enthusiasm in troops . . . and to secure and
(3)

facilitate concerted actions."
H. G. Farmer, whose writings on the
subject of martial music are considered the most authoritative among
musicologists, reminds us that the influence of the march on the spirit of
troops "dates from the revival of the military art, about the late fifteenth
(4)

century." Further, the march has evolved into a distinct style as well as a
distinct form. Whereas the term "style" may range in perspective from that
of composers (Wagner as opposed to Beethoven), types of compositions
(operatic as opposed to symphonic), mediums (vocal as opposed to
instrumental), and methods of composition (contrapuntal as opposed to
homophonic) to that of nations (French or German) and periods (Baroque
(5)

or Romantic,

"martial styling became the outgrowth of the need for
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tactical formations when it was realized that something was necessary for
men to keep step.
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PART I
HISTORY AND PSYCHOLOGY OF THE MARCH
CHAPTER I
ORIGINS AND INFLUENCES
Music connected directly with movement, although not in regular, unified
motions, was used in early processions of ancient Egypt. Festivals and
ceremonies were, in fact, originated by the Egyptians. An historical record
of the evolution of such practices was given by Thucydides, who is
considered to be the father of history.
According to Thucydides, it was not thought sufficient in Egypt to
celebrate the festivals of the gods only once a year. There were indeed
many times appointed to that end, particularly in the city of Bubastis,
where people assembled to worship Diana. In this particular festival, men
and women embarked on a rather promiscuous voyage during which some
of the women beat upon a tabor, while a number of the men played on the
pipe. The remainder of the men and women sang and clapped their hands
in accompaniment. A similar account is given of the procession of Orisis.
Here, Egyptian women, preceded by the music of a flute, carried
(6)

images and sang praises to the gods.
Perhaps the most remarkable account, however, is found in
Thucydides' commentary on the subject of funeral processions:
"Among the other memorable customs, the Egyptians sing the song
of Linus, like that which is sung by the Phoenicians, Cyprians, and
other nations, who vary the name according to the different languages
they speak. But the person they honour in this song, is evidently the
same that the Grecians celebrate; and I confess my surprise at many
things I found among the Egyptians, so I particularly wonder whence
they had this knowledge of Linus, because they seem to have
(7)

celebrated him from time immemorial."
As the power of the world shifted from Egypt to Abyssinias, so did
the influence on the growth of music. The most notable development
during this era was that of instrumentation. There were six musical
instruments known in Abyssinia: the flute, trumpet, kettle-drum,
tambourine, sistrum, and lyre. Since the first four were used in war, they
were the most-commonly used. The sistrum, on the other hand, was
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dedicated to the service of the church, while the lyre used generally in
(8)

public festivities.
The kettle-drum, like the flute, was an outgrowth of the earlier
Egyptian culture. Although the use of the flute in Abyssinia was not as
well defined as it had been in Egypt, employment of the kettle-drum is
clear. In both cultures, proclamations were made by the sound of these
drums: and, in both languages, the kettle-drum was known as a Nagareet.
The Abyssinian king had forty-five such instruments in his company
whenever he marched. Subordinate officers not having a nagareet were
accompanied by the beating of a smaller drum, the tambourine. Added to
the beating of these two percussion instruments was the trumpet, which
sounded only one note, an "e", which was blown in a loud, coarse tone and
played slowly during a march until the enemy appeared; then, it was
repeated quickly and violently. This purportedly had the effect of
(9)

transporting the Abyssinian soldiers into absolute fury and madness.
The next reference point in history is the Hebrew nation. Because of
their monotheistic belief, most of the Hebraic influence on music was
sectarian. One exception, however, was the practice of using trumpets
made of rams' horns as signals during military encounters. The horns used
at the siege of Jericho certainly seem to have been "less musical
instruments than military signals. . . To march and shout in an attempt to
(10)

terrify and dismay the enemy." Moreover, on an earlier occasion, Moses
had been ordered by divine command to make two trumpets of silver "for
(11)

A
assembling together the people and for journeying the camps."
subsequent Biblical reference is found in Psalm LXVIII, where damsels
(12)

play with timbrels in the procession before the ark.
Further, Josephus
tells us that the pomp and expense of funerals among the Jews were
carried to great excess:" . . . the number of flute players who led the
(13)

procession amounting sometimes to several hundred."
It was not until the Greeks developed a distinct relationship between the
use of musical instruments and military marches that the formal qualities
of the march as we know them today began to take form. Both the
Lacadaemonians and the Cretans influenced the development of this new
form when, in the place of trumpets, they introduced the sound of flutes
(14)

along with harmony of verse to animate their soldiers in times of battle.
Another example of such animation is found in the account of
Herodorus, whose trumpet playing, according to Athenaeus, was able to
inspire the troops of Demetrius to such an extent that they were able to
move a machine during the siege of Argos which they had been unable to
move for several days before because of its enormous weight. In reality,
the music, while ostensibly inspiring the troops to achieve this superhuman feat, was actually causing them to work in a rhythmic manner.
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Their efforts, heretofore ineffectual, were subsequently united and
therefore successful.
Nonetheless, animation was not the only result achieved by
accompanying troops with music. Thucydides, in recounting a
Ladedacmonian battle, tells us that a Ticicen played a soft and soothing
tune to temper the courage of the troops, lest by an ardent temerity they
(15)

should have rushed on with too great impetuosity."
In this particular
instance, it was believed that the troops were in greater need of having
their courage repressed than excited. This peculiarity of the
Ladedaomonian troops, however, was short-lived; for in a later
engagement against Messenisna, during which the Ladedaomonians were
on the verge of being defeated, we are told that:
. . ."Tyrtaeus, who performed the part of a Ticicen that day, finding the
troops give way, immediately quitted the Lydian mode and played in
the Phrygian, which so re animated their courage, repressed by the
(16)

preceding mode, that they obtained a complete victory."
Though primarily a military people, it should be pointed out that the
Lacadaomonians were also known to have invited eminent musicians into
their country, in spite of their laws against the admission of strangers.
Thus, they encouraged music, not only in order to "regulate the steps and
(17)

animate the courage of their troops" but also to "grace their festivals."
The Romans are usually given credit for being the first to use brass
instruments. While the use of brass instruments added immeasurably to the
influence of music on troops, they made no small contribution to other
facets of Roman pageantry as well. The Roman praetors, in worshipping
the Idaean goddess, performed annual sacrifices and celebrated annual
games in her honor, according to Roman--not Grecian--customs, although
the priest and priestess of the goddess were Phrygians. They carried her
image in procession about the city asking alms in her name, while striking
cymbals as they processed to the accompaniment of the music of flutes
being played by their followers.
In forming the people into classes and centuries, Servious Tullius,
who began his reign in 578 B.C., is related by the Roman historians to
have ordained that two whole centuries should consist of "trumpeters,
blowers of the horn, and of such as, without any other instruments,
(18)

sounded the charge."
This indicates the emphasis placed on the
importance of military musicians in the Roman state near 600 B.C.
The musical instruments used in the armies of the Caesars included
the bugle (buccina), trumpet (tuba), the cavalry trumpet (litus), and the
horn (cornu). The horn was made from the horn of a buffalo and was
blown through a silver mouthpiece. The other instruments were probably
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made of brass. It is clear that the Romans were well acquainted with the
effectiveness of using instruments to pass on signals for the various
evolutions of march and battle; a tactic used successfully by many
militarists in modern times. Realizing that the penetrating notes of a
brazen horn were much more effective than the sound of a human voice
for passing on a command amid the turmoil of battle or down a long line
of march, the Romans used a horn, at the order of the general, to transmit
commands; the signals from the horn were subsequently taken up by the
trumpets. The bugle seems to have been used to sound the divisions of the
day
.
Vegetius, in Military Institutions of the Romans, points out:
"The first thing the soldiers are to be taught is the military step,
which can only be acquired by constant practice of quick and
collective marching, nor is anything of more consequence either on the
march or in the line than that they should keep their ranks with the
greatest exactness. For troops who march in an irregular and disorderly
manner are always in great danger of being defeated. They should
march with the common military step of 20 miles in 5 summer hours,
and with the full step, which is quicker, 24 miles on the same number
(19)

of hours. If they exceed this pace they no longer march but run."
Marshal de Saxe attributed the success of the Roman legions to their
fast foot marches and their system of battlefield control of troops by
cadence marching. According to de Saxe, "That is why these musical
(20)

marches were instituted and that is why one beats the drum."
Primitive armies had marched in a column of bunches without any
attempt to keep in step, but when tactical formations such as the Phalanx
were developed, it became necessary for troops to march in step. The idea
of keeping step during road marches was therefore a Roman innovation,
and the drum was used to beat a cadence so that this end could be
achieved.
In the year 386 AD., during which time there was contention
between the orthodox Christians and the Acians, the heretics sang hymns
while marching in procession through the streets of Constantinople. The
singing so captivated the vulgar that the orthodox, under the direction of
St. Chrysostom, followed the example which had been set for them by
their greatest enemies and began singing hymns during their processionals
as well. Indeed, there is no mention of the practice of processional singing
among the Christians before this period, although the practice had long
(21)

been observed by the pagans.
From the end of the Roman Empire through most of the Dark Ages,
military knowledge all but dies completely. Since most of the music
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during the Dark Ages was religious in nature and not military, about the
only type of march used was the processional march. There was, however,
a custom of making up songs about heroic soldiers and singing them as
troops went into battle. Charlemagne had a great passion for these heroic
songs and even went so far as to order a collection of them. These types of
songs continued to be popular until well into the fourteenth century.
It seems paradoxical that the suppression of martial music in lieu of
sectarian music during the early stages of the Dark Ages should be
reversed by Medieval times. While the church condemned the former for
its violent nature, the processional was idealized as lifting men's thoughts
to a better life to come; for it seemed to initiate a spirit that prayed for
mercy and begged forgiveness. Although marching was not allowed, the
martial spirit rose again--strangely enough within the church that had taken
such great pains to condemn it earlier. Perhaps the re-institution of martial
music at this time was most greatly influenced to the spreading powers of
(22)

the Moslem faith.
Real military music, as opposed to drums for beating cadence and
horns for signaling commands, was developed by the Turks and the Arabs.
It was during the Crusades that European armies came into contact with
Saracen music - music which thoroughly terrified them. The Saracens
grouped musicians around their battle flag to mark its location in the
height of combat. So long as the Arabs could hear the music above the
clash of arms, they knew that things were all right.
A description of Turkish army bands, called Jannisaries, has been
given by Adkins in his Thesis on the Military Band:
"Each corps of Jannisaries had a band which consisted of three or
more Zarnas, two or more instruments of the same kind but pitched an
octave lower, and one or more fifes. The Zarna was an instrument
similar to the Hautbois, but blown by means of a peculiar cup
mouthpiece, in which was enclosed a small but very hard reed. This,
when blown produced a penetrating and far-sounding note. These, with
the fifes, were the melody instruments. They played in unison or
octaves, and produced a most piercing squeal. The accompaniment
consisted of one large kettle-drum, two small ones, three or more
drums similar to our tenor drum, and one big bass drum (one side of
which was beaten with a heavy felt-headed stick, and the other side
with a kind of broom, sounding the unaccented beats of the time), one
pair of very large cymbals, two pairs of small ones, and several
triangles. The effect of this combination is impossible to imagine. It
must be heard to be understood, because the sound must have been
barbarous. This band was stationed near the tent of the pasha in charge
of the Jannisaries, and while they were in battle, they played
(23)

continuously to stimulate the combatants."
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The Swiss, while still a primitive culture, defeated feudal armies at
Morgarten in 1315, at Sempach in 1386, at Granson and Murten in 1476,
and outside their own land at Nancy in 1477. Although these primitive
armies of the Swiss had no true leader, they did have an Ordner, or
"regulator", who ordered the crowds without commanding them. What is
of particular importance is that the throng was kept together by the drum
(24)

beat and swinging of banners.
It is the Swiss to whom we usually give credit for being the first to
revive the use of unified steps in marching. The development of tactical
formations such as the Phalanx, eventually made it necessary to have the
(25)

troops keep step in order for them to keep the formation intact.
Mitchell reminds us that the "Swiss were the first moderns to march
(26)

in cadence to music,"

Moreover, Grose records that the "fife is said to
(27)

have been introduced by the Switzers;"
and Albert Duren, in
concurrence with this has represented a fifer in one of his engravings of
(28)

the soldiers of that nation.

In fact, it was the Swiss in the 14th century
(29)

who started the practice of marching in step to fife and drum.
From the example of the Swiss armies of the 16th century, we see
the formation of the first organized armies. There was no one country
which was omnipotent, since all countries were beginning to nationalize.
England, Spain, Switzerland, and even the northern European countries
like Sweden, began to form armies. England, during the first half of the
16th century, was involved in the "War of the Roses." France, on the other
hand, had no such internal turmoil, since the king was absolute ruler. Italy,
with its many small city states, was divided politically. Spain, under the
rule of Charles I, was in religious conflict; this conflict further affected
Germany, which Charles also ruled. Sweden, under Gustavus Vasa,
became a leading power in the northern part of Europe. These inner
conflicts consequently kept nations from waging war against one another,
but a militant spirit existed in most countries nonetheless; indeed, most
kings had bands, although little marching was done-and when it was done,
it was usually within the confines of one's own country and for the purpose
(30)
of participating in festivals and ceremonies.
In The Story of the Dance, we learn that the fife came to Scotland in the
1590's; the instrument had earlier made its presence in Germany (in 1511)
(31)
and in London (in 1540). Among the musicians of first rank who
brought dance music from England to the continent was William Brade
(1560-1630). A sampling of his music reveals many compositions which
apparently had been first written for English masques. One example of an
(32)

interesting name for a dance composition was "The Queen's Entry."
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As the art of war was revived during the Renaissance, military
companies began to include musicians. Trumpets, fifes, and drums
continued to be the principal instruments employed.
Tabourot gives us some insight into what marching was like before 1588
in his work Orchesopraphie. He considered the regularity of the step the
basis of the art of movement. Further, he considered the military marching
step the prelude to all kinds of dances:
"When three people are walking together, they go along at their own
fancy without taking any trouble to keep time in their step, so the
soldiers would walk in a confused and disorderly way, were they not
obliged, by the beating of a drum in time, to keep step in their squads
and it is in order to prevent uncertainty which would put them in
danger of being defeated, that the French decided to lead the soldiers
by the beat of a drum. The measure he struck counted 8 equal beats.
Each of the first 4 was marked by a stroke of one drumstick only; the
5th by a stroke of the 2 sticks together, and the last 3 were counted in
silence. The sound of drums being more pleasant when varied, the
players exercised their skill in breaking the monotony by combining
the 3 sorts of values, which they intermingled according to their fancy
on the first 5 notes, and the last 3 being always invariably filled out
with rest, whose position in the rhythmic scheme is peculiar, once for
(33)

all, to the French march."
After realizing the importance of the march and after realizing that
the march step was the simplest step in dancing, Tabourot began his book
on the instruction of the march step. It was only logical that he should after
progress to the Pavanne, which was the first dance he presented. Music
was becoming more regular in meter, but there was not hint of military
regulation. For over three centuries, from 1300 to 1500, art music
dominated vocal music. dance music was played by ear, for few musicians
bothered to write their music down on manuscript. Military marches were
also done in this manner. Indeed, trumpet players were a jealous type who
did not want anyone to play their music. This was the period in history that
the famous music guilds were formed. Soldiering songs were thus passed
(34)

along orally, used for a time, and then forgotten. To be sure, the Spirit
of the time was exemplified by Machiavelli. In his book The Art of War.
He talks about "the playing of marches . . For the better regulation of the
(35)

stepping together of troops."
During the latter part of the 16th century, a favorite subject for
composers was imitative pieces depicting battle scenes. These Battaglia,
(battle pieces), contained imitative fanfares, drum rolls, cries, explosive
sounds, and general commotion of an actual battle. They became the first
concert compositions utilizing martial music and the march in particular.
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The earliest example of this type was Jannequin's vocal chanson La Guerre
(36)

(1529).
Jannequin was followed by composers of such prominence as
William Byrd and much later, Beethoven, as evidenced by his Wellington
Symphony.
Byrd achieved the peculiar effect known as "the chase" on the
Virginal by imitating the sound of brass instruments used in war. He did
this by using a fifth sound concurrently with the tonic. In examining many
of Byrd's pieces, we can see various decomposed fifths as remnants of his
attempt to imitate war-like fanfares. Evidence of this maybe found in My
Ladye Nevell's Book and the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book, both of which are
anthologies that include works of this nature by Byrd.
This type of formula can be found in the early polyphonist in the
14th and 15th centuries. In the Machault composition Finest mon
Commencement we see an example in the counter-tenor in the first half of
the rondeau, which is in canon. Also, this formuli can be found in the Et in
Terra Pax ad Modum Tubae, by G. Dufay. These examples of decomposed
fifths are primarily found in the little rhythmic formuli seen so often in
Byrd's works.
Byrd's Oxford March illustrates the way in which he wrote such warlike music. It is obvious that Byrd's intention was to portray, by the limited
resources of the virginal, the fanfares of the military band, in which the
trumpet played in march rhythms and styles. In the same march Byrd
imitates a bass drum in the left hand. Hence, the battaglia of Byrd and
other early composers became the predecessors of the war-like music at
the end of the 16th century which William Shakespeare so frequently used
in his historical plays. During the time of My Ladye Nevell's Book the
(37)

trumpet was held in great esteem in the English court.
The great
composer Monteverdi was also influenced by martial styling, as witnessed
in his composition Il Combattimento di Tancredie Clorinda.
The real beginning of modern forms of the march dates from the
Lutheran Reformation during which time the major scales received official
approval. "These Lutheran Marches were brutal, but they were also very
(38)

sentimental."

Besides the march movement in Germany, we also find
(39)

Cromwell's Puritans in England being influenced by it.
"The determined thumping march of Lutheran soldiers had its
counterpart in the psalm tunes sung by Cromwell's Puritans. Even
(40)

commands were given in cadence: "Fire in the name of the Lord."
Still another reference of Cromwell's army use of march music: "The
garrison of Oxford . . . marched out on the 24th of June, 1646, with flying
(41)

colours, trumpets sounding, drums beating."
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During the reign of Louis XIV of France, we see the oboe replacing
the trumpet as the predominant sound in military bands. The pre-eminent
court composer became the head French band director, and the honor of
being the first modern military band leader went to Jean Baptiste Lully. He
and his assistant conductor, H. Philidor, were responsible for writing most
of the military band music for the French courts of that period. Particularly
notable was a march composed for kettledrums by Philidor. Later Claude
Babelon, typanist for Louis XIV, wrote a number of marches, one of which
(42)

was called Marche de Timbalas pour les Gardes du Roi.
The French
military band with the oboe dominating its timbre soon influenced other
military bands in near-by countries. The oboe was installed in English
bands in 1660.
March-like music was used in Monteverdi's operas, and even Lully added
it in his court ballets, Byrd imitated it in his keyboard music, and Mozart
even imitated it in his famous Turkish March.
As a result of important composers writing martial music, the march
began to find a place as an art form in the concert halls of Europe. Openair concerts were given by wind musicians who played mostly marches
and the popular songs and dances of the day. In time, it became the fad of
Louis' court to hear military band concerts. During the latter part of the
17th century, out-of-door music was highly popular. The municipal
(43)

orchestras played old and new dances, serenades, and martial entries.
Practically all drum music that has survived since the 17th century
seems to consist of "open beating" varied by rapid ornamental groups of
notes written out in definite time. In the early 18th century, the drum roll
first appears, although only seldom. In Arne's Masque Alfred, there was a
march using a side drum for which the composer included a measured
tremolo in notes of the same value as those played by the violins.
Supplementing this was the word "tremolo" written above the stave. Thus,
the use of two sticks were now needed where as before only one was used.
Lully, in the opera Thesee (1675), wrote a march imitating those
written for the troops of the King of France, but it was more brilliantly
colored with the splendor of the trumpet and the kettledrum. This could
well have been the first concert march presented in the art form as we
know it today. The oboe replaces the fife almost completely in the march
under Louis XIV just as the clarion (clarinet) later replaced the oboe in the
French Infantry bands after 1825.
A musical custom that is officially fostered and administered is the
playing of regimental marches. Music has been allied to military life from
time immorial, and besides entertaining the troops it was employed for the
practical purpose of conveying messages. For infantry and other
dismounted troops this 'stepping together' for precision marching is one of
the attractions of ceremonial parades. On these parades the principal music
(44)

played is the official regimental march.
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These regimental marches were taken from a very extensive musical
heritage: national songs, folk songs, hunting songs, songs of romance,
songs from opera, foreign airs and tunes without words, marches
composed by royalty and others by unknown musicians, and some,
captured from the enemy. The oldest regimental march as such is
"Dumbarton's Drums" of the Royal Scots. Samuel Pepys recorded in his
diary on June 30th, 1667, that he had heard the regiment play the march at
Rochester. It might be noted that the Earl of Dumbarton was Colonel of
(45)

the Royal Scots from 1645 to 1681.
One custom that prevailed the first three quarters of the 17th century
was the use of drums (tympani) which were mounted on carriages. These
carriages were the prize of every battle and were therefore the prime target
of opposing armies. "The drums on their carriage first appeared in battle
(46)

during the Irish rebellion of 1689 and lasted until 1759."
March style music was also used as accompaniment for other special
events. Royal personage had special martial music for their movements.
In the Vienna State library is found a manuscript bearing the title
'Airs ad Ingressum et suae Majestatis' (Airs for the entry and the Exit of
(47)

His Majesty).
Another example, this one during the Winter entertainment: "First
the procession was to circle the castle to the accompaniment of an entry."
(48)

Additional uses included:
"The equestrian Ballet. . . were a special form of the military
ballets. Squadrons of 52 men each, are led by four officers which are
followed by 12 men on horseback. The music is to be exactly
(49)

proportionate to the size of the squadrons."
and:
"A gigue known as Song of Mars, was considered of French origin,
but a manuscript was found at the Univ. of Breslau in which the same
(50)

melody is called 'English March'."
Frederick the Great became the most important historic figure with
respect to military music during the early 18th century. He was a flute
player and composer and was credited with writing at least four marches.
In Frederick's biography by Thouret, we are told Frederick's marches have
always been the best known of all his compositions, since they are closely
connected with his accomplishments as a great general and are a part of
German tradition. The King had a strong interest in the value of military
music. According to a popular anecdote, he once asked one of his officers,
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at the conclusion of a battle, to name the man who he thought had behaved
most bravely. The officer's answer was, of course, 'your majesty' had
behaved most bravely. "You are wrong, it was a fife player whom I saw in
(51)

the front lines twenty times and who never stopped tootling."
In the same biography Thouret states:
"It is easy to see that the intrinsic musical value of the marches is
not the reason for their popularity. Their style is pedantic. They were
meant to be performed in the traditional style of Prussian infantry
music, with the melody played by an oboe, the bass played by a
bassoon, and filling-in accomplished by trumpets. The usual tempo for
these marches was about half the speed of modern march tempo: 72
(52)

per minute."
The authorship of the marches by Frederick have on occasion been
questioned, a controversy to which Helms has responded thusly:
"Of the marches attributed to Frederick his authorship of the one in
Eb is most solidly proved. This march has been used traditionally by
the Alexander Regiment in Berlin and Garde-Busaren in Potsdam. The
march has been preserved as the King composed it with the exception
of the trumpet parts which were added by Fasch. These parts have been
(53)

lost."
This practice of merely writing the melody and bass part was used
by Frederick as well as Lully and other French composers:
"The melody and bass he had composed himself; to concert-master
Brenda . ."no middle voices, please, except for a trumpet part - and
(54)

have the music copied out, signed Frederick."
The marches traditionally attributed to Frederick are: the March in
Eb major, the March composed in Mollwitz in 1741, the March composed
in 1756, and the Air des Houlansou March du Roi de Prusse.
The innovations brought about by Frederick's military music was to
be felt later by the Austro-Hungarian military bands, although they were
still using the Turkish bands during Frederick's time.
The last half of the 18th century saw the development of 6/8
marches. They were purely English innovations, having their roots in the
(55)

Many English traditions and innovations
rhythm of the folk dancer.
influenced early American military music. Sousa's own research revealed
this influence when he made reference to field music of the revolutionary
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Period which consisted primarily of "Yankee Doodle", "On the Road to
(56)

Boston", and Washington's March."
One particular invention changed the style of music around 1788.
For many years inventors had been experimenting with the use of valves
on brass instruments. With the perfection of valves in 1788 by Claggert,
brass instruments were able to sound chromatic notes. This made possible
new compositional techniques for the military band and the march.
Up until then the music and the "agreeable tunes" of the military
bands of trumpets and kettledrums would appear to have consisted of a
(57)

few tunes learned by ear and played more or less in unison.
Now the composer could write for military bands using the same
notes written for the string and woodwind sections of the orchestra. This
use of more chromatic melodies and the improvement of instruments
influenced not only military bands but all types of musical groups and
ensembles. The continued use of these newly-found techniques assumed
grand proportions which ultimately led to the grand festivals of military
music in Europe in the 1830's.
During the 1850's the British adapted the tempos of marches, which
were described as follows:
"Foot guards, 116 paces to the minute. Rifle and Light Infantry
regiments, 140 p.m. Highland regiments, 110 p.m. Infantry of the line
and other dis-mounted unites, 120 p.m. Cavalry mounted on horse
march past at the "walk" i.e. 60 paces to the minute, hence their
(58)

official marches are slow marches."
The march has gone through little change since the 1850's. What
changes have occurred are not at all unlike the common changes that
might be felt in all ensemble music. In the chapter on instrumentation we
will analyze the scoring of marches, and how the march ensemble timbre
has changed. But it still remains true that the march has changed little
since the Lutheran Reformation. The march's progress seems to be
consistent with the current country in power throughout history, as culture
and influence are most often subordinate to power. In the future the march
and its style will be greatly determined by whatever country is the leading
power in the world - a situation made more ironic when we consider how
frequently fate has been a determining factor in historical development.
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Chapter II
Psychology of the March
The march is probably the oldest, most applicable, and universallyused form of secular music. That such a role of eminence has been enjoyed
by the march might be due to the concept held by many that its use and
purpose is more important than the music by which it is accompanied.
Throughout the history of the march, prominent military leaders
have realized the benefits of the march for their troops; to repeat a
definition quoted in the Introduction: ". . . to stimulate courage, ardor, and
(59)

enthusiasm in troops . . . and to secure and facilitate concerted actions."
Now to continue that definition: such securing and facilitating of concerted
action is the result of:
". . . regular, orderly, simultaneous motion of large bodies of men,
by keeping them in step with a uniform commanding rhythm which
spurs the laggard, checks the impatient, controls the rate of advance,
and insures precision and mathematical certainty in the execution of
(60)

army maneuvers."
In the beginning, of course, instruments were not used for military
purposes, but for signaling. Additionally, there are many references to
military singers in battle:
"Singers often went in front of the army as did the Norman
Minstrels (Taillifer at the battle of Hastings). In Ashante and New
Zealand, according to him, amongst all the warlike tribes, the military
singers bring themselves up to a pitch of frenzy which is almost equal
(61)

to that produced by the dances."
One of the most important solo instruments used in battle was the
bagpipe. Its effects on the Scotch Highlanders is proverbial, and, according
to Canon, "a retreat was checked at the Battle of Quebec by resorting to
(62)

bagpipes."
Russian General Lincitch was once quoted as saying:
"Music is one of the most vital ammunitions of the Russian Army,
causing soldiers to absorb a power of endurance, and to forget
(63)

sufferings and mortality."
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Indeed, a military commander no less formidable than Napoleon
himself could testify to the efficiency of the tunes of the Russian Cossacks.
In its implementation in war, the march has been valuable in various
ways. In Our Marching Civilization, some of these ways are enumerated as
including; capturing and annihilating the enemy that are in the same
territory; capturing and destroying the enemy's weapons and property; and
controlling the enemy's country as well as herding war prisoners and the
(64)

spoils of war.
Not to be overlooked are the physiological effects of the march; the
pulsations of the heart, the rhythm of the lungs--these are the bases of
bodily functions which preserve all other living organisms within our
bodies. Goethe, in Science of Tone, say: "All organic movement manifests
in systoles and in diastoles." (the expansion and contraction of the
chambers of the heart). He then adds: "the entire organism is moved
(65)

thereby towards the march, towards the leap, dance, and gesture.
Both music and the march have long been associated with war. Russell
tells us that martial music is:
". . . not only a stimulant to pugnacious emotions and an artifice to
put fear into the enemy but it has been used to stimulate the dragging
(66)

spirits of troops on the march in organized armies."
Moreover, martial music can lift a mass population during war time
to work harder in support of the war effort by keeping national morale at
the highest level possible.
At the same time, martial music has been effectual during peace
time; indeed, it helps in the maintenance of patriotism and nationalism.
Martial music is particularly employed during occasions which
commemorate military events of national significance, such as July 4th
and Memorial Day.
When asked his opinion of the value of army bands, the late Field
Marshal Lord Roberts replied:
"I can speak from my own experience of what use a regimented
band is to a regiment. I have seen men weary, worn out with fatigue,
hot and smothered with dust, brighten up the moment they heard the
tap of the drum, indicating that the band was going to play a lively
quick step march. It has the greatest effect upon men in camp and in
(67)

quarters."
Of course, it does not take a full-sized marching band to create a
similar effect. As an example of how a march can inspire war-weary men
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as well as make bad soldiers amend to discipline, we may cite Sir George
B. L. Estrange when he was recalling his childhood in November of 1812:
"My father's regiment, the King's County Militia, having
volunteered for foreign service from Ireland, lay by Portsmouth, and as
upward of 100 of them had volunteered for the 31st regiment, the 2nd
battalion being with the army of Spain. The Duke of York presented
me with a commission in that regiment, with purchase. These
volunteers and I marched up from Portsmouth to Ashford, in Kent, to
undergo their preliminary drilling, and I must confess they were a set
of wild Irishmen whom I had some trouble and difficulty in coaxing
along the march of several days. They were unarmed but ready
notwithstanding, for any row that might turn up. My father having
given me a good horse, I rode at their head, and hit upon an expedient
which I found very successful, which was to play Irish tunes for them
on the flute, at which I as no great proficient, but they stepped along
cheerily to their native country airs, and I joined with them in all safety
(68)

at Ashford."
Another revealing example of morale-building attributable to martial
music is found in a World War I incident:
"During the retreat from Mons, 400 stragglers from the British
army wandered into St. Quentin, where they were found by Major
Bridges. They were dead tired, hungry and dirty from much fighting
and marching. To get them onto their feet and march to join their
regiment he first tried persuasion and then threats, but all to no
purpose. Some German advanced cavalry soon afterwards came into
view, and he pointed out to the men that if they remained there much
longer they would be captured; a prospect to which they remained
quite indifferent, and no doubt some welcomed it. Bridges was
thinking of the good effect a band would be when suddenly he noticed
a toy shop nearby. He went in and bought a tin whistle and a toy drum.
Giving the whistle to his trumpeter, he told him to play some lively
well-known tunes while he played the accompaniment on the drum.
The men at first sat up and began to laugh, but then they got up, fell in
and marched away singing to the improvised band now being
reinforced by a couple of mouth organs. In this sprightly manner they
(69)

marched all night and eventually rejoined their regiment."
In Vagts History of Militarism, we find still another example about
the effect of music on troops:
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"Like Machiavelle and like another grand seigneur, the Prince of de
Ligne, Marshall Sax, possessed a flair for military psychology. He
knew that the drilling of men in his time, which treated the soldier in
closed ranks--a product as finished as any manufactured goods packed
for sale--could not long guarantee the quality of the troops, that rather
the imbecility de coeur was among all things in war the most
important, that to which the greatest attention should be paid. On this
feeling he intended to play with regimented music; not unlike some
modern employers, he wanted to apply music to make the men forget
the hardships of long marches--that was the tactique too. Music would
make them forget the exertion as it inspires people to dance to music
(70)

all night who cannot continue two hours without it."
Grose, in Military Antiguites, sums up much of this in his statement
on the use of military music:
"Military musik, before the introduction of fire arms, served to
animate the soldiers in battles, and assaults of places, as well as for the
purpose of signals for the different maneuvers and duties in camp and
garrison; wherefore it cannot be doubted but it was used in our ancient
(71)

armies."
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Part II
Diversification and Mechanics of the March
Chapter III
Cultural Relationship
The school band movement began to gain momentum around the
end of the First World War. A new type of music was at that time borne
out of an educational-oriented type of musical arrangement or scoring.
This style of writing music was published with school-level student
musicians in mind--and this of course created obvious problems because
of the inherent restrictions in composing music with the performer in
mind. For one thing, the range of such compositions was very limited, as
were the demands made involving techniques. Moreover, the length of the
compositions and the tutti-type scoring so that as many students could play
at one time as possible, further handicapped composers. The result was
that compositions were often less artistic than they might have been, since
the score usually suffered from lack of contrast. To add to these problems,
there was the growing use of the middle register, which was the easiest
range for students to play on their instruments. Indeed, the more unique
instruments such as bassoons, horns, and alto and bass clarinets, which
should have been adding variety and contrast to the scores, were, in reality,
doing nothing more than doubling the more common instruments such as
cornets, clarinets, and trombones.
As school bands grew, however, a greater need for music also grew.
Unfortunately, this resulted in many mediocre marches. In the 1930's, the
basic sound was a clarinet-oriented sound (especially using the upper
range), while the melody was also in the cornets and horns. On the other
hand, the trombones were scored more orchestrally, while the baritone
supported the woodwinds and the bass line more than today. The
percussion played all the way through the score.
The school band march, by the late 1940's and early 1950's, had
begun to create unrest among the music educators, and a movement to
make band music more artistic was started. As bands began to increase in
their proficiency, educators became convinced that a number of things
could be changed. First to challenge such changes, however, were the
publishers; they were not at all anxious to have instrumentation changed,
since that would make immediately obsolete much of the music already
printed. In addition, there was the conflict between the traditional and
emerging philosophies of music educators; whether it was better to keep as
many students playing at one time as possible, or to pursue a more artistic
course and dispense with the perpetual play instrumentation. Finally, there
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was the problem of not having enough prominent composers writing
especially for school-level bands. Yet, when it was obvious that the
students' abilities with regard to range and technique had far exceeded past
standards, the emerging order succeeded in getting away from an
orchestral sound as well as the sectional antiphonal sound or scoring. The
sound began to get away from a traditional military styling and became
more artistic and contrasting; in fact, the new sound created an entire new
field of sonorities far more varied than that achieved by the orchestra. So
great has the impact of the twentieth century band sound been that it has
even influenced the current classical orchestral sound. Support of this
statement is readily apparent upon examination of current scoring for
bands and orchestras. It is no longer true that the strings alone are the heart
of the symphony. Moreover, composers today use instrumentation as the
basis or sonorities they wish to create. Hence, doubling as well as the
implementation of families of instruments have become less formidable
than their traditional employment.
The band, in an attempt to broaden out its effect of sonorities now
employs orchestral instruments such as the cello, string bass, and English
horn in order to achieve further contrasting varieties of sound and
techniques. For instance, the string bass is able to sustain passages which
the tuba cannot sustain, even though both instruments have similar ranges.
The same might be said with respect to new innovations in technique
where-in a legato effect can be achieved by many of these same nontraditional instruments.
Today, there are many prominent composers who have been
commissioned to write music expressly for school-level bands. Indeed, the
sound of the march has become noticeably modern through the
employment of the most up-to-date techniques found in twentieth century
harmony.
The March and Religion
The march and religion have been closely associated since the days
of ancient Egypt. Already we have seen how the Egyptians were the
inventors of ceremonies, festivals, and transactions with the gods.
Moreover, we have been how other ancient societies after the Egyptians
continued such practices. Most important, it was the Egyptians who were
noted for their religious processions, such as the Procession of Osiris, or
Bacchus, in which the Egyptian women "carried images. . . sang praises of
(72)

their god. . .and were preceded by a flute."
When these ancient civilizations used music in their processions-music which included both singers and instrumental marches--it was used
to gain the attention of the population and to give honor to their god, as
well as to create emotional response from the watchers. it can be assumed
(and also proven by the many paintings and other relics) that this
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processional music was not used to keep step or an even cadence, although
it did set a precedent for music to be present while large bodies of people
moved, thereby setting the stage for the military marching bands of later
dates.
To give marching music further validity, Moses by Divine order,
was ordered to make two trumpets of silver to be used for "assembling
(73)

together the people and for journeying the camps."
Earlier, we had
reference to Jewish funerals and their use of "several hundred flute players
(74)

leading the procession."
The use of religious music by the Christians
has given us one of the largest bodies of sacred music in history. The
pagans also used music in their ceremonies and in their processions.
Socrates referred to the use of singing by heretics in the year 386 BC.
Continuing from the middle ages, the unorderly processional
continued. This type of music was the opposite of the military march; it
pleaded instead for mercy and forgiveness. Therefore, it was a
processional that strived to emphasize its emotional content. However, as
the Christians began to feel greater pressure from the Moslems, their
music began to become more martial. The Flaggellants of Germany
performed music which was filled with tortured feeling; at the same time,
the hymns of the crusaders became very militant.
Thus, from the middle ages to the present, we can see the use of the
church hymn as a weapon of all ages. In the late 1890's, a strange duel
phenomenon was seen: (1) an increased inclusion of militant styling in
music, even though there was no major conflict in sight, and (2) the
inclusion of religious feeling in military music, such as that evident in
"Onward Christian Soldiers."
The emotional value of using the march in conjunction with religion
was ingrained in our fore-fathers' minds. Consequently, we began to accept
this martial style as a proper way of worship as well as a parallel between
the perils of war and the conflicts of the inner soul with God. This martial
styling was adopted to such an extent that Pope Pius X in his Metu Proprio
of 1903 urged a return to the devotional beauties of the peaceful and
serene Gregorian plainsong rhythm. The march, we can say then, had
carried the hold word as well as military troops to all parts of the world.
The actual beginning of the military march is believed to have been
in the music of the Lutheran Reformation. The rhythms were even, and our
system of major and minor keys was further adapted. This steady, strong
accented march of the Reformation troops had its counterpart in the
soldiers of Oliver Cromwell, who gave orders in cadence: "Fire in the
name of the Lord."
As an example of how the march has been incorporated with
religious feeling would, of course, be Handel's "Hallelujah chorus" from
The Messiah: it is actually a great coronation march. Indeed, from the time
in which even meter was commonly accepted--an indeterminate date
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which precedes even the Baroque period during which the practice was a
basic characteristic--most music from the adaptation of even meter has
resembled march music.
The March and Jazz
To be sure, the martial style of music has had a profound influence
on many other styles of music, the most notable of which has been jazz-the
only form of music native to America.
New Orleans, more than any other city in the United States, has felt
the dominance of French culture. It was this same French culture which
particularly affected a portion of the slave population of the city known as
mulattos or Creoles. These light-skinned Negroes were the result of mixed
relations between the black slave women and their French masters. Both
the black slaves of true African descent and the mulattos or Creoles
adopted as much of the French culture as possible, while at the same time
ignoring their African heritage. This fusion of French culture was most
apparent in the way the Negroes accepted and imitated French music, as
best epitomized in the Napoleonic military march with its instrumentation:
tubas, clarinets, trombones, and trumpets. The French bands, with the 2/4
and 6/8 of the quadrilles and the 4/4 of the Napoleonic marching bands so
impressed the Negro population of the city that the popularity of this form
rapidly spread to other areas.
The imitation of the European march into Negro music fell into two
categories: the well-trained bands of the Creoles and the untrained bands
of the darker, uptown slave population. These bands were used for many
occasions, such as parties, weddings, dances, picnics and even funerals.
The funeral procession was one example of how the European
rhythms were used in conjunction with African rhythms. The march to the
cemetery was played in a dirge-like 4/4 rhythm. Although a spiritual was
played next, it usually came out as a quasi-blues Napoleonic military
march. After the burial, when the band was some distance from the
cemetery, it then went into a faster version of the same march. Two songs
that were often played, both of which were transmutations of religious
songs, were: "Didn't He Ramble" and "When the Saints Go Marchin' In."
Hence, this marriage of the march to a blues styling had the reciprocal
effect of creating what we know today as jazz.
There is an example of a slave funeral that used music, in this case, vocal
music. We find an article in the 'Houma Cere' on Jan. 17th, 1856:
"SLAVE FUNERAL - The procession had moved, and its route led
within a few yards of the mansion. There were at least one hundred
and fifty Negroes arranged 4 deep, and following a wagon in which
was placed the coffin; down in the entire length of the line, at intervals
of a few feet, on each side, were carried torches of the resinous pine,
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and here called light wood. About the center was stationed the black
preacher, a man of gigantic frame and stentorian lungs who gave out
from memory the words of a hymn suitable for the occasion. The
southern Negroes are proverbial for the melody and compass of their
voices and I thought that hymn, mellowed by distance, the most
solemn and yet the sweetest music that had ever fallen upon my ear.
The stillness of the night and strength of their voices enabled us to
distinguish the air at the distance of half a mile..(From: Morris &
Willie's Home Journal, 1856, reprinted in the Houma, La. Newspaper,
Ceres.)
An interesting sidelight at this juncture would be to trace the
evolution of social changes affecting both the Creoles and the darkies,
since such changes played a most unusual part in the subsequent evolution
of Negro music during this period. While the blacks of African descent
never enjoyed much social freedom, the Creoles were able to mix with the
whites. Such social freedom further enabled the Creoles to achieve a
higher economic level, in turn enabling those with musical aspirations to
buy good instruments and to take music lessons. it naturally followed that
the less affluent Negro populace imitated the Creole adaptations of the
same French style of music which had influenced both segments of the
Negro populace. In short, the Creoles, who had first been the subject of
adulation by the uptown darkies, themselves became Imitators.
Le Roi Jones has traced a portion of this evolutionary process
affecting the Creoles:
"By the time the marching and brass bands were in vogue in New
Orleans and some other parts of the South, Negroes had already begun
to master a great many other European instruments besides the guitar
and the harmonica. . .the Creoles had their own boxes at the opera and
they participated in all the downtown or white parades with their own
highly-trained military style marching bands. But with the segregation
acts of the late 19th century, Creoles began to lose the jobs where they
had been working with whites and they were no longer permitted to
play downtown, neither in the homes of the rich whites nor in the
(75)

military parades."
Jones further indicates that it was not the newly-learned mastery of
the European instruments as much as it was the different style to which
they were adapted by the Creoles which "led the street bands to a
(76)

marvelous new way of playing and singing the old marches."
The influence of the march on jazz is illustrated by Paul Tanner in
his book The Study of Jazz: "Because of the fact that this music lent itself
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so well to dancing, much of the early jazz repertoire developed from the
(77)

march."
A more comprehensive analysis of this development is seen as
Tanner takes up the subject of Funerals in the same book:
"The most publicized use of the marching band at the turn of the
century in funerals. This use was not just in New Orleans, but all over
the Southeast and as far West as Oklahoma. These bands were usually
composed of five or six players and should be considered as a separate
type of musical aggregation in contrast with the larger bands of today.
It was these small marching bands that played such an important part
in the early development of jazz. When these bands began to play
livelier versions of the marches, their followers would gradually begin
to respond more and more to the music that they heard. Their
responses were often in the form of clapping, stomping or any physical
movement leading toward the activity of dancing. In these early days
the bands would often go directly from the street into a hall. Then there
resulted a type of musical performance which was used for dancing
(78)

instead of marching even though it was the same music."
Barry Ulanov, supports the findings of Tanner on the subject of
funerals and how they became the mode by which jazz developed from the
dirge-like marches accompanying the procession to the cemetery.
". . nor must we overlook the still-prevalent rendition of funeral
parade music, which has been traced back to the 18th century when
slaves under the French in the South, were allowed to bury their dead
with bands. Accompanying the body to the cemetery, the band played
indigo dirges. ."Just a Closer Walk with Thee" and untitled blues were
given reverent renditions throughout the long march immediately
ahead of the horse-drawn hearse. But since the services had concluded,
and the phalanx of mourners was well out of earshot of the cemetery
officials, the band would kick up the tempo with a military-like drum
roll and stomp its way back to town, attracting hundreds of spectators
(79)

along the route."
Rex Harris discusses the transformation of marches into early jazz
by comparing it to the process which took place when hymns were
changed into spirituals:
"This jazzing of marches was achieved partly by the trick of
shifting the accent from the strong to the weak beat and partly by
(80)

allowing solo players to 'decorate the melody they were playing.' "
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This 'decoration of the melody' would be more aptly described today
as "solo improvisation." Subsequently, several players indulging in such
extemporization
simultaneously
could
be
called
"collective
(81)

improvisation."
By the time the segregation laws became effective, the darker, bluesoriented musicians from uptown began to play their music in saloons and
dance halls, as well as many of the places where the older brass marching
bands used to play. Jones describes their music as still being "marchy" but
"the strict 4/4 march tempo had given way to a ragged 2/4 tempo, and the
timbres and tones . . were radically removed from the pure sonorities of
(82)

European-style marching bands."
In Been Here and Gone, Frederick Ramsey Jr. treats the subject of
parades in 19th century New Orleans:
"Of all the music once heard in the streets of New Orleans the
principal survivor is that of the marching brass bands. parades have
been closely knit into the lives of the people of uptown New Orleans.
At one time there were nearly a dozen marching brass bands ready to
celebrate almost any occasion, or to create an excuse for an occasion,
by marching through the streets of this district. Behind the sums of
money raised by burial societies and social clubs for marching brass
bands lay what may have been the essential reason for widespread
popular support; the people who paid the price, regardless of how high
it may have been in relation to their earnings, loved music. For more
than 70 years, the poorest residents of New Orleans have supported the
music of marching brass. It belongs to them more than the homes they
never owned. Many of the men who marched with the street bands also
worked, interchangeably, in cabarets and cafes and dance halls. Thus,
the period 1880 through 1900 was one of unprecedented musical
activity for Negroes in New Orleans - and such blendings and
clashings are now largely a matter of the past and are wholly forgotten
or overlooked by members of a contemporary New Orleans marching
(83)

band."
That the march influenced jazz is further asserted by Joachim
Berendt in The New Jazz Book:
"New Orleans jazz can be viewed as vitalized European marches.
The early New Orleans rhythm is still very close to European march
rhythm; the peculiar 'floating' effect of jazz rhythm, stemming from the
fact that 1 and 3 remain the strong beat, but 2 and 4 are also accented,
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is as yet absent. The stress is still simply on 1 and 3, just as in a
(84)

march."
The close facsimile of the march to early jazz music can be seen - not
only in the similarity of the march form to early cakewalks, rags and jazz
song, but to similarities in the music itself. As an example the published
dance arrangement of Fidgety Feet. For selling purposes it was renamed
'War Cloud' and marked a 'One-Step.' Its form is in the form of a march,
while the early sections use the cakewalk rhythm ( o o ) The most
interesting and example of the relationship of the march to early jazz
music is in the trio of 'War Cloud.' The trio begins with a quote from 'Stars
and Strips' of Sousa, and is 32 bars long, with no syncopation, In practice
and reality it is the trio of a march. Close your eyes and not knowing the
title one would definitely call it a march trio.
We find, in the turn of the 20th century dance band arrangements
composition and arrangements of popular dance music by well-known
wind band associates - namely Arthur Pryor and Henry Fillmore. Each
have written and published dance band arrangements using the popular
styles (Cakewalk, Coon Songs, etc.) and also arranging for wind bands
some of the popular music of their day. The best example are the
arrangements of ragtime music by Arthur Pryor for Sousa's Band.
Arthur Pryor sampling:
1899 - A Coon Band Contest (Cakewalk)
Southern Hospitality
1904 Mr. Black Man
1911 Canhanibalmo Rag
1914 Fox Trot
Henry Fillmore sampling:
1911 Teddy Trombone
1916 Pahson Trombone
1917 Sally Trombone
1920 Shouin' Liza Trombone
1921 Hot Trombone
In addition, Dave Dexter Jr. has reminded us that the "Negro bands
(85)

played much of their repertoire while marching." Consequently, it may
be said that just as early marching bands of a military origin used folk
songs for their marching songs, the Negro bands did essentially the same
thing.
Finally, Leonard Feather has authored a section in the
Encyclopedia of Jazz apropos at this point:
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"The first pre-jazz groups were essentially brass bands playing
marching music in the streets. Out of them grew early units to which
(86)

the new word 'jazz' was attached."
Feather then goes on to cite Wilber De Paris, trombonist and bandleader whose memories go back to the years not long after the turn of the
century, as a source for confirming that:
"there were many groups playing in the brass band style throughout
the southwest and midwest; that their instrumentation included 1 or 2
cornets, clarinet, trombone, guitar bass and drum; and that these bands,
playing at picnics and riding in advertising wagons and often marching
in the streets, played a polyphonic music that had many qualities in
(87)

common with what was later called jazz."
Instrumentation
From our study of the History of the March, it has been shown that
the earliest instruments used by marching men were drums. next came
trumpets (crude horn-like) only to be replaced later by flutes. A
chronological survey reveals the following evolutionary process of
instrumentation: in Egypt processions included chanters, clappers, pipes,
flutes, trumpets, aulos, and tabors; in Abyssinia, flutes, trumpets,
kettledrums, tambourines, sistrums, lyres, and small drums were used; the
Hebrews used trumpets, psaltery, tabret, pipes, harps, timbrels, flutes and
singers in their processions and battle formations; the Greeks had besides
voices, drums, cymbals, flutes; the Romans continued these plus the
various brass instruments such as horns, and buccinae; the Pagans and the
Saxons used mostly voices; during the middle ages marching was almost
at a standstill with the use of trumpets and horns until the 11th century.
The big step in the instrumentation of marches came when the Crusaders
brought back with them the instruments of the Turks. They brought with
them cornets, buisenes, grailes, cymbals, drums, flutes, and horns. Our
Western culture in instrumentation is mostly oriental in origin as all
Western music is influenced by these beginnings. Other Turkish
instruments acquired by the crusaders were: tuba, litnus, buccina, trumpet,
horn, reedpipe, shawm, drums, kettledrum, cymbals, and bells.
In France in 1180 we find cornets, buisines, and grailes. During the
reign of Edward II (1327-1377), his band had: 5 trumpets, 2 clarions, 5
pipes, 3 waits, and drums. In 1333, pipes, trompes, tabers and clariones are
found in local bands. Edward the IV (1442-1463) had 13 musicians who
played trumpets, shawms, and small bagpipes. Henry VII (1495-1509) had
9 trumpets, 5 trombones, and a number of shawms. Maxmillians band had:
5 trumpets, 5 tympani, 5 trombones, and 7 bombards, some shawms, and 2
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crumhorns. He also added fifes and drum, an addition he acquired from the
Swiss.
In 1557, in England, a band contained 12 players of fife and drums.
Queen Elizabeth, in 1587 had 10 trumpets and 6 trombones in her brass
ensemble. In the French band of Louis XIV, of which Lully was director,
we find oboes, flutes, bassoons, snare drum, clarinets, trumpets, and
serpents. In regard to drum technique; around 1636 the drum was changed
from its position in the arms to near the left leg enabling the player to have
better technique. In 1636, we find the first military signals appearing in
manuscript. In 1661 the oboe replaced the fife in most bands. In France we
find ensembles that consist of 3 oboes and 5 drums in the year 1665. The
use of the oboe to replace the flute is further discovered in English
ensembles. In 1678 we find 6 oboes and drums. This trend toward the
double reeds continues as we find oboes and bassoons in Germany in
1690. The German band in the year 1799 contained: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2
horns, 2 trumpets, 2 bassoons, a bass trombone, and of course, the drums.
Lully had 4 parts for oboes in 1705. In 1783 a regimental band in England
had the following bandsmen assigned: 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 horns, and 2
bassoons.
Frederick the Great's military band had: 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 horns,
and 2 bassoons. While new instruments continued to be found in bands,
the old style bands, with their instrumentation could still be found. In
England, in the year 1804, we find a band of fifes and drums.
The instrumentation and modern concept of bands began to
crystallize and in 1806 we find the following instruments in the Brigade
Band of Gilmore: 5 clarinets, 2 bassoons, trumpet, Fr. horn, 2 trombones,
serpent, triangle, and the percussion instruments. The Gilmore band was
constantly revising its instrumentation as dictated by current trends. In
1835 the brass instruments were in vogue and this band became: 1 Eb
bugle, 1 Bb bugle, trumpet, Eb altos, a post horn, 4 trombones, baritone, 2
basses (tubas), and the percussion section consisting of 1 snare drum, 1
bass drum, and a pair of cymbals. This same year additional instruments
were also found: a piccolo, contra-bassoons and a bass horn.
One of the most famous bands of the times was the German band in
1838, directed by Wilhelm Wieprecht. The instruments at this time found
in the German military band were: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets in Ab, 2
clarinets in Eb, 8 clarinets in Bb, 2 bassoons, 2 contra-bassoons, 2
sopranos in Eb, 2 alto cornets in Eb, 4 trumpets, 4 horns, 2 tenor horns in
Eb, 2 trombones, 1 Ephonium, 2 bass trombones, 4 bombardes, 3 drums
and a pair of cymbals, a grand total of 46. In the mounted band were: 1
cornettino in Bb, 2 cornettos in Eb, 4 cornets in Bb, 8 trumpets, 2 tenor
horns, 1 Ephonium, and 3 bombardos, a total of 21.
The French band of the name era consisted of: 2 flutes, 4 clarinets in
Eb, 8 clarinets in Bb, 2 oboes, 2 soprano saxophones, (a new instrument
invented by a Frenchman, Adolph Sax), 2 baritones saxophones, 2 alto
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saxophones, 2 tenor saxophones, 2 cornets, 4 trumpets, 1 bass trombone, 2
soprano saxhorns in Eb, 2 baritone saxhorns in Bb, 4 bass saxhorns in Bb,
2 double basses in Eb, 2 double basses in Bb, and 5 drums, a total of 51. It
can be seen that the French bands of the times were reed-oriented and the
German bands brass-oriented. The French mounted show this same trend: i
high soprano saxhorn in Bb, 2 soprano saxhorns in Eb, 4 soprano saxhorns
in bb, 2 alto saxhorns in Ab, 2 alto sax trombas in Eb, 2 baritone sax
trombones in bb, 4 bass saxhorns in Eb, 2 double basses in Eb, 2 doubles
basses in Bb, 2 cornets, 4 trumpets, 2 alto trombones, 2 tenor trombones, 2
bass trombones; a total of 35.
In the following years the band's instrumentation continues to
change as new instruments are added while others are discarded. In
Sousa's band we find the modern concept of a clarinet oriented sonority,
and at the turn of the century (1900), piccolos were added and kettledrums
can be found. In the 1950's a standard band instrumentation was arrived at
and while the numbers of each instrument will change, and while new
instruments will be added, with the improved repertoire the bands'
instrumentation should remain fixed for future generations to evaluate.
Many factors are responsible for the evolution of the scoring for the
march; factors which have their foundations in sociological, cultural,
aesthetic, and military events. The march was originally founded for
military purposes but found other functions which have influenced its
current instrumentation and scoring practices. At first the scoring of the
march was solely military in purpose. To do this, rhythm instruments were
first used and we find various types of drums in marching groups. It was
not until after the Crusades that cymbals and other percussive instruments
were employed.
Besides the unifying factors of the march, the mental attitude of the
marchers is important. Hand clapping and singing seem to fit into the early
picture of marching men and women, adding enthusiasm and group
participation to the rhythm already present.
As armies increased in total numbers, problems of communications
became complex. To send maneuvers and signals and to keep large bodies
of men together, sounds had to be found which could be heard over the
voice of battle. Loud horn-like instruments were subsequently introduced
into the march; these were very crude and not at all loud.
We find examples of other instruments on pottery, paintings, and in
various writings. One can find reference to early armies which were
pictured as marching with aulos, flutes, psaltery, harps, or most any
instrument that was being played during that time in history. This leads the
writer to believe that all musicians, no matter what instrument they played,
joined in the war effort. Many could have been un-official instruments
carried by individual soldiers to play on as they marched or rested to pass
the time of day. The leader could call on these various instruments if they
were needed. There are only a few relics with music notation from ancient
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times, and no records of a march exist from our history of the Greeks. An
entrance hymn from China is in existence and it is the first definite proof
of a processional which was accompanied by music. It accompanied
(88)

entrances of dignitaries with pomp and ceremony.
The Greeks used music for both military marching and processions,
and they used all instruments except the Kithara which was rather heavy to
march with.
When looking at march music from the earliest times to the
Crusades, little change is noted, since all generations used their native
instruments in both civil and military functions. No music was written
down, and a study of the early march is only important historically. It has
no interpretive or artistic value to the modern band musician except for the
educational and factual value.
Musical techniques which were available to the early musicians
included brass instruments with only the open partials present for use; the
early flutes, which were crude and possessed only about an octave; and
drums, which were carried in one hand and played with a stick in the
other. Thus, such music had to be fanfare-like and rather simple in its
rhythmic patterns for the drum.
During the years just before the Crusades, the instrumentation of the
march branched off into various types of ensembles, this usually depended
upon which musicians happened to be present at the time they were
needed. The early Crusades began around 1096, and a new division in
march scoring and instrumentation began. In the years following the early
Crusades, upon returning home brought with them the instruments that
they found their enemy using. In time instruments such as the cymbals,
fifes, Zarna (like an oboe), kettledrums, bass drum, triangles, and shawms
found their way into European bands. The development of these
instruments, brought back from Turkey by the minstrels and soldiers,
matured and became the basic instruments for the Waits, Thuymmers,
Stadtrpfeiffers, and other musical ensembles prior to the next pinnacle, the
bands of Louis XIV and Frederick the Great.
Our study will be confined to the scoring of the military march until
it branches off to the art form and continuing until the present day. One
can find examples from the time of the Hebrews through the Flagellant's
Hymns and the processional laudes of the Middle Ages for music that has
been used to accompany movement without its becoming a regulatory
cadence to unify the step.
Along with the development of the technique of composition, the
improvement of wind instruments directly affected and influenced march
scoring. Scoring of marches is changing even today, as it should, while
time is also being invested in researching possible changes in the future.
In early wind scoring, composers had no established form of
instrumentation to use as a standard. This problem arose from the
inconsistency of a regular instrumentation pattern. Early 17th century
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scoring, for example, seldom notated instrumentation; rather, it was in the
development of military music that we have our earliest examples of
idiomatic instrumental scoring.
Lully's scoring incorporated the soprano oboe, tenor oboe, bassoon,
and drums (with snares). Early Baroque trends included emphasis on
melody rather than counterpoint, with commensurate importance being
assigned to the two outer voices. While the oboe had replaced the old
shawm and the bassoon the old curtail, it was during this time that the
trumpet gradually began to emerge as the primary melodic instrument.
Unfortunately, there was little variation in march styling among composers
of the early 17th century.
In the 18th century, however, the clarinet and horn were added to the
repertoire of band instruments, along with many percussion instruments
modeled from the Turkish bands. Subsequently, scoring began to utilize
combined sounds in deference to melodic patterns only. That this was an
age of experimentation in scoring practices is evident from the
inconsistency in scoring from march to march. To be sure, one can find
marches which include some or all of the following instruments: oboes,
clarinets, horns, bassoons, trumpets, and the serpent.
As a point of illustration, we can examine C. P. E. Bach's march.
The melody was given to the oboes and clarinets, although the same
instrument were scored in thirds and in the reverse sixth as well as in
octaves. Consequently, harmony was usually the same in rhythmic value
and fairly close. The horn, on the other hand, was used for the inner
harmony. The horn (without valves) was used in the low register for open
partials of the fourth and fifth intervals and for the upper (where partials
are close together) for more scale-like intervals. When trumpets were used,
their parts were much like those of the horn. The bassoon was in the lower
voice, although it appears to have been lighter than the same lower voice
in Lully's march.
The development of the instruments mentioned above brought about
a proportional development in scoring techniques; yet, it must be
remembered that these instruments, while possessing the same names and
essentially the same appearances as their counter-parts today, were not at
the time capable of the range and technique of similar modern instruments.
By the latter part of the 18th century, composers began to test the
constantly-improving forms. The serpent was now a regular addition to the
lower part, and to support the added volume, trombones were added to the
middle register to sustain harmony parts. The "harmoniemusik" included
the oboe, clarinet, horn, and bassoon--all of which were used with the
Saracen percussion instruments plus flutes, trumpets, and serpent.
In the marches of Haydn, we see an example of scoring that was
predicated on the range of the instruments: the flute took the high register,
the clarinet and oboe took the middle range, and the bassoon took the
lower part; the tenor range was assigned to the serpent and the bass. Haydn
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showed his knowledge of wind instruments by giving each instrument a
part that was suitable for its range and techniques, regardless of whether
the part was the melody, harmony, or supporting part. Moreover, Haydn
incorporated pairs of like instruments to add strength to the tutti. Clarinets
were then, as now, used to emphasize the melodic line. The most
problematic of instruments, however, were the brass. Indeed, the need for
valves was painfully obvious in the infrequent use of the brass in early
scoring. The trumpets and horns, while vastly more important today, were
relegated to little more than emphasizing rhythmic accents in support of
other instruments.
French bands around the time of the French Revolution showed
variation in the type of instruments used. Along with increased use of the
trombone, there was utilization of the piccolo and soprano clarinet,
especially during the first part of the 19th century.
Another point of interest was the custom of using certain
instruments in different countries. The use of the contra-bassoon instead of
the serpent was one example of the composer using an instrument peculiar
to its environment. As a rule, instruments were used in the range for which
best suited, although we cannot be certain what constituted their "best
range" other than perhaps the range in which they were able to play the
loudest.
We can readily see the difference in the parts and melodic styling
given to instruments at this time and those to which they had been
assigned fifty years earlier. By this time, the melody was usually over a
harmony part played by a timbre in contrast to its own. Moreover, it was at
this time that composers seemed to begin thinking about the total sound of
the march with respect to balance and the use of different sonorities.
In Beethoven's time, the melody was given to the clarinet, with the
flute doubling an octave higher. Oboes were not as common and were thus
used sparingly as supporting instruments with the clarinets and flutes. The
bassoon, having been improved was given a more aggressive part;
bassoons were also used in pairs. With the low bassoon part (a contra)
now in use, other low-pitched instruments began to enter the picture, such
as the bassoon russee (bass horn). In addition, percussion parts were now
being written out so that they were no longer merely taught to the
drummers as had previously been the practice. moreover, the horn was
used in some diatonic passages, in the upper register of course, and the
trumpet continued to play primarily open partials.
As we review the first half of the 19th century, we see a dichotomy
in the practice of scoring: composers began to consider the different needs
imposed by the wind bands in deference to marching bands and began,
therefore, to note such distinctions by adopting the practice of separate
scoring. Still, there continued to be a lack of good original band works,
despite the fact that the band was rapidly becoming a media for artistic
expression and despite the prominent composers of the day writing for it.
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Consequently, bands began to turn to orchestral transcriptions for new and
more-varied avenues of this expression. The use of valves, having become
an accepted technique, opened new possibilities for scoring. To be sure,
orchestral transcriptions utilized essentially the same instrumental parts for
most band instruments, with the violin part written almost directly for the
clarinet. Wilheim Wieprecht was credited with adding the tuba,
completing the brass family in range; moreover, the saxophone added a
new timbre which helped to create a fresh, new sound.
Germany and France were the major musical countries at this time
with regard to the band. The German bands contained half woodwind and
half brass, and they sometimes used the saxophone, with the addition of
valves, the cornet began to play the melodic line. Thus, it was in Germany
that the brass band movement probably had its beginning, as composers
seemed to write for brass band and use the woodwinds to increase the
range of the brass octave doubling. unfortunately, there seems to have
been little attempt to contrast tone color or to use the brass choir offset
against the woodwind choir. Concurrently, the French were adding the
saxophone and the saxhorn to the band. These instruments were assigned
harmony and rhythmic parts. Thus, the German bands were brass oriented
while the French bands emphasized the woodwinds.
The Italians, perhaps in an attempt to be different, were using a
family of saxhorns in place of the clarinets as well as a family of
saxophones. Nonetheless, the total sound still lacked in individual tonal
structure.
The English came the closest to a true band sound. if the woodwind
family had the total range of the brass, the English would have had a very
early concept of modern scoring; however, a lack of unity in the
woodwind family made the English band basically a brass band. While
they included saxophones and saxhorns, they failed to complete the
saxophone family. They scored for the brass and then added the reeds over
the brass parts in unison or at an octave.
In America, before 1850, the brass band was also predominant. The
English influence is at once apparent, as the American bands used cornets,
trumpets, altos, baritones, trombones, and basses. The reeds included the
piccolo, Eb clarinet and Bb clarinet.
The last half of the 19th century saw the refinement and
development of the wind instruments and, from the various band festivals
which brought together bands from different countries, the need for the
standardization of instrumentation. The brass continued to be prevalent. In
Germany, the brasses continued to be used primarily, and the woodwinds
still were not complete; further, there was little or no use of solo sections
for woodwinds. Parts were strengthened by adding contrasting tone colors;
this was probably done to bring out a certain part, but it resulted in a lack
of subtlety in contrasts and independent homogenous sections. In France,
on the other hand, some reforms were being made. The woodwinds were
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the prevailing instruments in tonal structure, while the saxophones and
saxhorns gave them support. Pares, at this time, divided the band into five
groups: (1) small woodwinds, including flute, piccolo, and double reeds
(2) clarinets quartet SATB; (3) brass, including cornet, trumpet, horn, and
trombone; (4) the complete family of saxhorns; and (5) the percussion.
Composers now had a number of combinations for individual tonal
possibilities.
After 1850, the English wind bands contained twenty-five players as
a basic number, although a larger number was employed in certain
instances. To be sure, the band was still a brass one structurally, and the
reeds continued to support the brass. It is apparent that a larger number
than twenty-five at the time would have resulted in excessive doubling
and, subsequently, excessive volume. Such scoring (doubling to produce a
greater sound) has long plagued the wind band. Undoubtedly, the thinking
behind this practice was that since most of the band performances were
outdoors, a tutti sound was best. As in the Baroque, the important parts
were always written giving a basic, standard sound to the band, while all
other instruments added to this sound but were not themselves an essential
or even functional part.
The American wind bands, although employing imported
musicians, were naturally influenced by European bands, especially the
English. Of course, the conductor had no score, so he always used the first
cornet part with certain other parts cued for directing.
Again, the brass continued to be dominant, with the cornets taking
the melody, the altos taking the harmony and rhythm, the tenor sustaining
the harmony with some melodic work, and the baritone doubling the
octave melody (down) and helping the bass line as well. The woodwinds
merely doubled the melody an octave higher. During this time the
American scores (when available) showed little sectional solo work, with
different scores calling for varied instrumentation. The European scores
did give definite instrumentation; moreover, the European scores began to
show signs of individual sectional work.
The peace festivals in Boston which were held during the last twenty
years of the 19th century gave band directors a chance to hear and to
compare bands from around the world. Military bands from England,
Germany, and France were among those heard. Patrick Gilmore heard
these bands and as a result, formed his own ideas regarding how a band
should sound. His "sound" basically employed the structure of the English
style, although it also incorporated the French use of woodwinds as well as
the German use of the saxhorn family. Gilmore used saxophones, as with
the horns, as a bridge between the woodwinds and brass, but he used the
horns as composers used them in the orchestra. The rhythmic structure was
given to the trumpets and trombones, with the alto horn and saxhorn being
utilized as rhythmic-harmonic instruments. of course, his practices were
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not followed by the majority of American bands. His scoring also included
(90)

ad lib parts which really distracted from his original tonal concepts.
With Gilmore's style as an example, Sousa conceived of the band as
having basically an English sound with the French use of woodwinds to
support it. Sousa, himself a violinist, was well trained in orchestration; he
therefore avoided writing for instruments in their troubled range when
intonation and tone quality were concerned. His sound was basically
woodwind, as he made special use of the clarinet by itself as well as in
combination with the saxophone. The bass and tenor lines were given to
the alto and bass clarinet, although they had to have help from the brasses.
In addition, Sousa treated the trombones and horns differently; the
trombones were used more independently. Further, he insured that
percussion parts were completely written out.
Lang and Mayer have analyzed Sousa's march style. Mayer breaks
the structural elements into four categories; (1) the melody, (2) the duet or
accompanying third or sixth, (3) the harmony and accented part, and (4)
the rhythmic-harmonic. Using the first theme as an example, the parts are
as follows; the melody is found in the piccolo, Eb clarinet, Bb clarinet, Eb
cornet, and baritone; the duet part is found in the oboe, second clarinet,
and second cornet; the harmony and accented parts are found in the
bassoons, third and fourth cornets, horns, basses, and percussion. In the
trio, the melody belongs to the oboe, all clarinets, and all cornets; there is
no duet, although sustained bassoon work is found; the harmony and
accented parts belong to the trombones, baritone, bass and percussion';
(90)

finally, the rhythmic-harmonic part belongs to the horns.
Lang divides Sousa's marches into (1) melody, (2) harmony, (3)
rhythm and figurations and counter-melody. Lang says that at no time do
the largest sections of the band (the clarinets, cornets, and trombones)
appear to be simultaneously divided. This technique affords the structural
elements more clarity, better balance, and a more effective performance as
(91)

an end result.
In short, scoring in the early 20th century lacked variety of tonal
color. American bands continued to follow the British example from a
brass-reed to reed-brass concept. Moreover, it was during this period of
band scoring that a system of cueing was developed, so that if an unusual
instrument such as an oboe, alto or bass clarinet, or bassoon were not
present, they were cued. In essence, cues were added for two reasons: first,
as an indication of the part played by one instrument on the part of an
instrument of similar tone quality and/or range; and second, to show a
duplication or doubling of the same musical material among several
instruments to insure its performance. Cues were recommended for flute,
oboe, alto and bass clarinet, and bassoon. The saxophone were still used to
reinforce and support as were the horns, although saxes were used on
occasion for alto and bass clarinet, bassoon, and clarinet. Further, clarinet
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parts were cued in cornet, horns, baritone, and bassoon. As a result,
American scoring continued to be similar to that of the English, as both
contained little diversity and contrast in tone colors and shadings.
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Conclusion
Within this thesis an attempt has been made to document the history
of the march as an art form. The evolution of the march has been traced
from antiquity to the present by pointing out the many different forms and
purposes it has assumed throughout its history. At opposite ends in this
evolutionary process, then, we have seen the march as first a morale
builder and regulator of the step for troops and, more recently as an art
form within itself.
In tracing the history of the march we have also noted carefully the
development of the different wind instruments: moreover, attention has
been given to the styles of music, composition, and scoring characteristic
of progressive periods in music. The cultural impact of the march has been
felt from its being partially responsible for changing the course of history
to its influencing a new art form which has become known as jazz. Indeed,
the martial styling of the march has become a form often imitated in
classical composition.
While this thesis is intended to shed light on a subject ostensibly of
interest to music researchers, it has been the intent of this researcher to
produce a paper likewise of value to band students, since the march is the
form most often played by bandsmen. Hence, it is hoped that an increased
understanding of the form indigenous to the bandsman and the band
director alike will help to answer questions for both, as well as to point out
the influences, mental and physical, to which both are subject.
Finally, it is hoped that this thesis will demonstrate the great need
for addition al research, since the history of the march as a topic is far
more prodigious than one thesis alone can encompass.
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LOUISIANA BRASS BANDS
AND HISTORY IN RELATION TO JAZZ HISTORY
We will examine in this essay the brass band movement in
Louisiana and the surrounding area of New Orleans, beginning in the Civil
War era. It has been written that because of the surplus brass instruments
after the war (slaves having access to these instruments) jazz
instrumentation was developed. This fact will be investigated once we
explore the history of Civil War musical history in New Orleans and
surrounding areas.
CIVIL WAR BRASS BANDS
The evolution of jazz coincides with the popularity of brass bands
in the United States, and with the development, acceptance and popularity
of a new valve system for brass instruments. Throughout the United States
brass bands could be heard in most every town and hamlet during the latter
part f the 19th Century. The first true brass band in the United States was
in 1835 with Allen Dodsworth as director. The first Black slave brass band
was (to my knowledge at this time) the Juvenile Brass Band of Charleston,
South Carolina in 1856. This band toured the United States and was very
well received.
During the Civil War many civilian brass bands joined the army
and traveled with army regiments, playing as they moved from place to
place, exposing their music to all. The south had an agricultural economy.
The North an industrial economy. The Southern population was also more
rural than urban, its population spread over a wider area than the numerous
urban population centers of the North; thus the South had fewer larger
cities. The South's social life centered around either the large agricultural
areas (mostly plantations) or the few large Southern cities.
During the Civil War the small towns that surrounded the New
Orleans area were exposed to the bands of the Union occupational forces
of the Gulf Coast Command (approximately 30 bands). These Regimental
bands stationed in and around the New Orleans area were very
conspicuous, playing not only concerts of both patriotic and popular music
but in the execution of the many military ceremonies that were common
and popular during the Civil War. These Union military bands were not
the only brass bands in and around New Orleans during the war years.
There were a surprising number of brass bands in the city and in the
country towns surrounding the city. Nearly every town in Louisiana had a
band of music.
One example: Thibodaux - Occupied during the Civil War by
Union forces, Thibodaux had brass bands during and after the war. The
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Philharmonic Brass Band was performing in Thibodaux during the years
directly after the Civil War. This band was first mentioned in the
Thibodaux Sentinel on March 3, 1866. The Philharmonic Brass Band (a
white band)is mentioned playing for a local funeral. The many bands of
the country did, contrary to past thoughts, play for funerals. There are
many newspaper accounts of brass bands playing for funerals in the
country. These processions were not long processions as most cemeteries
in the country were located very near the church. The various accounts
mention the brass bands playing to the cemeteries but do not mention the
brass bands playing after the interment.
FUNERAL BANDS
The tradition of playing lively music on the way back from an
interment is clouded in mystery as to when it began. Funeral march music
was used in ancient Israel. One comparison can be seen in modern times in
the military process when marching in review. A typical dress parade, as
executed by an infantry regiment early in the Civil War was described
thusly by a soldier:
"The troops are drawn up in line of battle and the order 'Parade
Rest' given by each Captain to his command. The band 'starts off';
that is, marches down and back in front of the regiment, playing
slowly down and a quick step back,"

"The troo

I am not suggesting that the military ceremony was the ancestor of
Black funeral tradition but only that parallels can be drawn from the past.
perhaps this repeated military ceremony, observed many times in occupied
New Orleans, did leave an impression on marching bands and their
tradition. It is not the exact parallel of a negro funeral procedure although
it did, musically speaking, possess parallels of slow music going, fast
music coming back.
How much influence did military band funerals effect New Orleans
band tradition? New Orleans was occupied by Federal forces throughout
most of the Civil War, the only Southern State occupied for such a long
length of time. Its citizens were exposed to a large amount of military
ceremonies not usual in other southern cities, and, New Orleans was
exposed to the charisma of Patrick Gilmore. (More on his later.) Unlike
other southern cities, life was near normal in New Orleans during the war.
New Orleans was always a festive city and its many celebrations
continued. The many military bands with their reviews and concerts were
assimilated into New Orleans cultural life and accepted as such. The
festive nature of the Union musical activities fitted into the musical
tradition of the city.
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INSTRUMENTS OF THE CIVIL WAR
International improvements on brass instruments influenced
military music during the Civil War. The zenith of the brass band
movements was occurring during the American Civil War. The
movement's influence is seen in the adoption of the improved European
invented brass instruments and the use of Dodworth's backfire
instruments.
Brass instruments with their bells facing backwards were used by
the military band of both the North and the South. These brass instruments
were constructed with the bells pointing back over the musician's shoulder
so the music produced could be heard best by the marching columns which
followed the band. These 'backfire' bands were not for the benefit of the
spectators as bands are today. There are numerous pictures of these
backfire brass instruments. In fact, most all existing pictures of Civil War
bands show bands holding or playing backfire instruments. The regimental
band of the 26th North Carolina, in civilian life the band of the Moravian
settlement, famous for brass band music, was from Salem, North Carolina
had been in existence since 1831 and served throughout the war. It had the
following instrumentation and personal:
Samuel T. Michey - leader and Eb cornet
A. P. Gibson - 1st cornet
Daniel T. Crouse - 1st tenor
Joe O. Hall - 2nd cornet
Alexander C. Meinung - 2nd Bb tenor
Augustus Hauser - 1st alto
Julius A. Leinback - Eb bass
William H. Hall - 2nd Eb alto
Backfire style brass instruments were invented and patented in
1838 by Allen Dodworth. They were manufactured in Vienna and
imported to America by the Dodworth family. As they were designed for
the benefit of marching bands, even the inventor did not recommend them
for concert purposes. This subject of backfire instruments versus frontal
bells is discussed in Allen Dodworth's brass band book in 1853. He states:

"In selecting the instruments, attention should be paid to the use
intended; if for military purposes only, those with bells behind, over the
shoulder are preferable, as they throw all the tone to those who are
marching to it, but for any other purposes are not so good. For general
purposes, those with the bell upward, like the saxhorn, are most
convenient. . .care should be taken to have all the bells one way."
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Other bands that picture soldiers with backfire instruments, too
numerous to give a complete list include: The Brigade Band of Stonewall
Jackson of Stauton, Virginia, The 13th Wisconsin Band, directed by L. W.
Eastman, The band of the 10th Veteran Reserve Corps, of Washington, D.
C., and The 107 Infantry Band. An excellent picture of three musicians of
the 4th Michigan Infantry shows a good view of a backfire bass horn and
two backfire tenor horns. These backfire type instruments came to the
United States around 1840 and disappeared around 1870.
Brass instruments in general had the same basic design and were
built in the family of musical range, from the high Eb cornet, to the low
bass horn. After the war, when military music was not needed, the regular
bell front instruments became popular again. The backfire instruments
disappeared and were replaced by brass instruments whose main purpose
was playing for concerts and dances.
Since 1845 there existed a family of brass instruments known as
the saxhorns. In France the instrument maker Adolphe Sax, today famous
for the saxophone family of instrument (an instrument built to bridge the
gap in timbre between the brass and woodwind timbre), was issued a
patent for a set of valve bugles or cornets made in all ranges, from the high
Eb cornet to the Bb bass, named appropriately, saxhorns. Their bore was
somewhat narrower than that of the flugelhorns, resulting in a more
brilliant timbre desired by most brass bands. The most common saxhorns
used in the concert bands of the pre and post Civil War times were: Eb
soprano, Bb soprano, alto horn (in Bb or C), tenor horn (in Eb or F) and
the baritone/bass, (in low Bb or C).
The inventor of the valve system for brass instruments is said to
have been Heinrich Stolzel but there is some doubt as Frederick Blummel
claims to have sold the idea to Stolzel. The patent however, was issued to
Stolzel in 1818. The invention of the valve system revolutionized brass
playing. The perfection of brass playing technique prior to the
development of valves dictated many years of continuous practice,
devoting much of this time to lip technique. Now, with the new valve
instruments, playing became more co-ordination technique than lip
technique, resulting in a quicker perfection of musical ability and a large
amount of good brass players. This mechanical perfection spread through
the family of brass instruments and led to a patent of the family of
saxhorns by Adolphe Sax in 1845 that was previously mentioned. These
instruments gave an improved uniformity of tone and replaced all the
larger laterally-holed instruments, the natural horns and the other horns
that had been used. The serpent and the ophicleide fell out of use. The
introduction of the valve system also made it possible to interchange
players from one instrument (brass) to another more easily, which had
considerable bearing on amateur brass bands and led to the popularization
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of brass instruments. One can read numerous accounts of amateur bands
securing a complete set of these newly developed brass instruments.
This newly found impetus developed in the amateur brass band
movements of the United States around the 1880's when numerous bands
began re-instrumenting their bands. It was not a surplus of Civil War
instruments that made instruments available (they would have been mostly
the backfire type) but the availability of the new style valved brass
instruments that made brass playing a quicker technical process in
perfecting brass playing technique.
The perfection of valves on brass instruments enabled composers
to use the tone colors of the brass range of instruments and the player need
not change crooks to enable him to change key. He was now able to play
needed notes of the chromatic scale, thereby eliminating the necessity of
frequent rests to change crooks. Three valves made possible a complete
chromatic scale, giving freedom of modulation which allowed brass
instruments to play the most complicated chromatic passages and
undertake modulations into different keys with greater facility.
UNION BANDS
In the early part of the war each regiment was authorized a band. In
July of 1862 a military order was issued that allowed military bands only
at the Brigade level. many regiments found means of evading the official
military order and managed to keep a band at the regimental level.
Because of this military order for bands only at the Brigade level, the best
musicians of the regimental bands usually were transferred to the Brigade
level, this movement of musicians improving the quality of Brigade bands
but weakening the regimental bands.
The primary function of a military band is for official ceremonies
and for the march. When not fulfilling their military function Brigade
bands commonly gave concerts at twilight which were greatly enjoyed by
the camp personal.
Federal bands had the money and the support of the government.
At least half of the Federal Regiments had bands when the war began. It
was said that the War Department spent $4,000,000 a year on bands. In
July of 1862 there were 618 bands in service. The ratio was one musician
to every 41 soldiers. Most of these bands contained 22 pieces. Federal
musicians drew higher pay than privates and after their concerts, the hat
was passed around gaining the band extra money. The potential of
financial gains attracted many famous civilian bands.
There were critics that were against this excess spending on bands
and numerous critical protests ended regimental bands, thereafter only
brigades had official bands, consisted of only 16 musicians. (Most
Confederate bands had but 3 or 4 pieces and these musicians received no
such handsome treatment as Federal musicians.)
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CONFEDERATE BANDS
Opposite to the numerously mentioned Federal bands during the
Civil War, references, to Confederate bands are few. The lack of
Confederate bands probably is due to a lack of trained southern musicians,
a lack of brass instruments in the south, and the necessity of troops to
increase the smaller number of Confederate troops in the front line units.
There was music in the regiments but it was in the form of glee clubs,
violinists, guitarists and banjoists. Many Confederate units had little or no
music. The great difficulty in getting instruments and the lack of trained
musicians made it almost impossible to ascertain the exact number and the
instrumentation in an average Confederate band, causing an assortment of
instruments with the qualifications of the musicians varying widely. There
was a Confederate regulation governing bands. Coming out in the year
1861-1862, this regulation stated that:
"When it is desired to have bands of music for regiments, there will be
allowed for each, 16 privates to act as musicians, in addition to the chief
musician authorized by law, provided, the total number of privates in the
regiments, including the band, does not exceed the legal standard."
Confederate bandsmen, like their counterpart in the Union forces,
were usually assigned to assist the regimental surgeon behind the lines. In
the book 'The Color Guard' by Hosmer, he states:
"The ambulance corps is made up largely of the musicians; but music! We
never hear it now, not even the drum and fife. It is too stern a time for
that."
Hosmer quotes a drummer by the name of Cripps describing an
improvisory technique of the fife players, a sort of 'jazz' type
improvisory/variation playing technique:

"Some on' em play plain, and some on 'em put in the fancy touches; but I
kind o' hate to see a man flourish. Why can't he play straight, without fillin
up his tunes?"
Cripps also describes what a good drummer was during the Civil
War:

"Now Hodge alone can make as much noise as all the rest on we put
together. Its astonishing' but some of these fellows can't strike right. "Taint
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no drummin' to hit with the sticks all over the head; you ought to hit right
in the middle. A tip-top drummer won't vary more'n two or three inches
from both his sticks, hittin' right in the middle of the head. I know 'Hodge
well enough - a stout, straight boy. I have noticed the fine rhythm of his
almost invisible sticks, and the measured, vigorous cadence of his feet as
he beats time."
The Louisiana Battalion of Washington Artillery brought with
them to Richmond the J. V. Gessner Brass Band from New Orleans as
their band. It consisted of: J. V. Gessner-leader, T. Gutzler, Ch. W. Struve,
J. Arnold, Jno. Deutsh, Jno. Geches, Peter Trum, Jno. Lorba, Thos.
Kostmel, J. H. Sporer, Charles Meir with buglers F. P. Villanvasana and J.
Kingslow. Upon arriving in Richmond the procedure followed by the band
is described:
"We were now marched in a comfortable frame of mind through the streets
of Richmond, led on by the exhilarating notes of Gessner's Brass Band,
which accompanied us from New Orleans, and we spread any of the
Confederate or holiday troops."

BRASS BAND REPERTOIRE
Military and patriotic songs made up the majority of music played
by the service bands during the war. There was a controversy whether
band concerts should include martial music. It was asked, 'should
programs be made up largely of operatic airs and dance tunes or should
they contain mostly patriotic and martial music? Martial music usually
won out but by 1864 band programs at concerts were better balanced. One
band program included the following:
"A Grand March, Quickstep 'Queen of Roses', Overture from 'Zanetta,'
Bolero from 'The Sicilian Vespers', Quadrille of Strauss, a Polka and a
medley of patriotic airs."
Some of the popular titles were: 'Love not, ' Katy Darling,' 'Annie
Laurie,' 'Ain't you Glad to Get Out of the Wilderness,' 'Pop Goes the
Weasel,' 'Starry Flay,' 'Old Folks at hone,' 'My Old Kentucky Home,' 'The
Girl I Left Behind Me,' 'Midnight Hour,' 'Gay and Happy Still,' and
'someone to Love.'
Also, there were the transcriptions from the classics: selections
from Bohemian Girl, Maritana, and an American overture, Dodworth's
band concert in New York presented the following concert:
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Quickstep, - 'Thou Art Far Away,' Finale of La Traviate, Fantasie on 'Un
Belle in Masachere' by Verdi and Miserere from Il Trovatore."
One of Patrick Gilmore's first promenade concerts in New Orleans
on January 26, 1864:
" 'Grand March of Bellini,' 'Waltz & song,' 'Robin Ruffand,' 'Louisiana
Belles' - Lambert (Gilmore's pen name) 'The Soldiers Return March'
including 'When Johnny Comes Marching Hone,' composed by Patrick
Gilmore."
FORMING A CONFEDERATE BAND
Many civilian bands joined the army as a group. Other bands were
formed by finding individual musicians to form a band. A Civil War
veteran in his weekly column in the Thibodaux Sentinel describes the
forming of a Confederate Civil War band:
"When, in the autumn of 1861, the 1l8th Louisiana Regiment was
encamped near Carrollton, and being disciplined by the gallant Colonel
Mouton, preparatory to the hardships and trials which feature campaigns
might develop. It was thought necessary to complete the organization of
the regiment, to have a band of music. Such an institution was considered
of immense importance at dress parades, tattoos, etc. more especially when
our lady friends paid a visit to our camps, and we desired to impress upon
their minds that we were strangers to sadness and melancholy.
Accordingly, a complete corps of performers were detailed, instruments
purchased, a set of tents, of the peculiar colors that rendered Jacob's cattle
famous, . . . procured, and a space of ground not apart for their private
camp.
Then came the practicing which was carried on all day long, until the
birds in the adjacent woods, astonished at the variety of music that echoed
their merry songs, remained mute with wonder.
Remember nothing more productive of kind and sympathetic feelings,
or better suitable to soothe the angry passions then to be in the midst of a
newly organized band of musicians, whilst each one is practicing his own
tune according to his own time and notion, unless it was, in ante bellum
times, on some well regulated plantation, the melodious responses of half
a hundred hungry mules to the sound of a dinner bell.
Our major, whose musical qualities were well known, had the pleasure
of seeing them fully appreciated by an appointment to take special charge
of the discipline and organization of the band, and he often was noticed in
the afternoon to extend himself on the grassy lawn in the shade of a moss
covered oak, during the practicing hours of his performers, smoking his
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cigarette, and amusing himself in the perusal of the illuminated and
interesting pages of one of Hardee's best novels.
Among the numerous instruments was an immense drum - the pride of its
owner, the pet of the band, and a most complete piece of astonishment to
the little boys of Carrollton whose ecstasies knew no bounds when they
saw the big drum stick come down on it with a bang, and when they had
succeeded in walking entirely around it, they ran home to inform their
mammas of the extraordinary feat of pedestrians which they had
accomplished.
However daily improvement was perceptible, and by diet of hard practice,
the band made its appearance at dress parade, played retreat, tattoo, etc.,
and were rapidly acquiring a sonorous reputation among the men in camp.
Everything was progressing finely until Brig. General Ruggles, who
was placed in command over us, gave an order to have dress parade at l8
o'clock A. M. instead of sunset, as had been our custom. This brought the
dew upon our musicians' shores and grief into their hearts, and it was
thenceforth easy to perceive that the pride and ambition that had so nobly
horne them up, had received a shock from which it would hardly recover.
orders to play at reveille was another source of dissatisfaction to our
performers that produced anything but joy in their little camp. However all
their little troubles were forgotten in the excitement occasioned by our
movement to Corinth, where for a month the regiment was on picket duty
near Pittsburg landing, whilst our musicians had an easy time in camp, but
the blundy day of Shiloh arrived, and when the regiment moved forward in
line, they held their proper position. No particular attention would have
been bestowed upon the band during the day, had it not been for the
restless and uneasy disposition of the big drum which was perceptible to
every one.
Twice it had been violently thrown down in front of its owner as a
bulwark to protect him from a shell that was supposed to be directed at his
devoted head, and this part of the performance being so different from any
of the duties previously required of it, that it became sullen and barely
responded to the pounding of the drumstick. Finally a shell came whistling
through the air, and exploded near by with a thundering noise, so enraged
our big drum that it broke loose from the owner, and turning around
chased him to the bottom of the ravine with a speed that would have been
gratifying to an advocate of pedestrians as one of the fine arts. But the big
drum never caught him, and there in the bottom of that ravine were heard
the aspiring strains of the band of the 18th Louisiana regiment.
Many spasmodic efforts were made to resurrect the old, or organize a
new band, but three little drums was the utmost extent ever attained in that
direction.
In 1863, on our return from Nachitoches, we were encamped in the Piney
Woods west of Alexandria, at which place the 1st Louisiana Battalion was
attached in our Brigade. One evening some one invited me to go over to
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their dress parade as they had a band of music. Since our former Major had
left, I felt it incumbent on myself to pay some attention to the musical
department of the army, as my musical abilities were considered by our
friends almost equal to those for which he was famous, and accordingly I
went.
The Battalion was in line in an old cornfield, and not until the
command to 'beat off' was heard, was the band perceived coming out of a
fence corner.
The number of performers were three, one 5 feet high had a little drum
upon which he rolled his sticks with a most extraordinary rapidity, the
music resembling peas poured upon loose clapboards. On his left was a
long legged six footer - the happy owner of a fife. A pig under a gate and a
cat with caudal extremity caught in a trap door, would give an idea of the
sounds of harmony that were blown out of that wonderful instrument. The
third six and a half feet high, carried a half brother to our big drum, and
the idea I formed of him, was, that he was a Yankee in disguise, sent into
our lines under a contract to smash in the head of every drum in the
confederacy. During the trip to the LaFourche country this band
disappeared, and even after peace, tranquillity and decorum, minus three
small drums, reigned triumphantly about the camps of the glorious old
18th Louisiana."
Unlike other southern cities, New Orleans was occupied by Federal
forces almost the entire war. There were approximately thirty Federal
bands in and surrounding New Orleans during the war. The famous
American bandmaster Patrick Gilmore was in charge of these bands.
Gilmore's earlier war duties in the North included training bands
for the Union forces. These duties were cut short when he chose to
accompany two of his personally trained bands to New Orleans, General
Nathaniel Banks, commander of the Dept. of the Gulf, was quick to realize
the potential and magnetism of Patrick Gilmore, asked him to remain in
New Orleans and take charge of all the bands under his command.
Gilmore, having been given a full rein of authority, initiated an
idea that he had been working on while in the North. Gilmore organized a
special band and put on a series of promenade concerts in New Orleans.
(These 'promenade' concerts were very popular in the North since around
1856.) Gilmore invited to these concerts, the leading Confederate families.
These concerts became very popular and were well attended and received,
being held in Layfette Park.
New Orleans was the site of the first Grand Jubilee monster
concert given by Gilmore in 1864, five years before the National Peace
Jubilee in Boston in 1869.
Gilmore's New Orleans Grand National Concert was given for the
occasion of Michael Hahn's inauguration to the Govenrship of the State.
Gilmore assembled 300 musicians and 500 school children:
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"The Grand National concert started with the Star Spangled Banner,
followed by America and the Union Forever. The 500 children of new
Orleans sang with unbound enthusiasm, each child waving a tiny
American flag held in the hand. The band played spiritedly, 70 cornets
screamed above the brass chorus of 50 altos, 50 baritones and 40 basses.
50 snare drums rattled like musketry and 35 bass drums boomed like
artillery.
The final number and the climax of the program was Hail Columbia.
Gilmore worked his magic on the great band and on the immense chorus
of child voices and the thousands of listeners were caught in this magic
spell. Piling effect upon effect during the final 36 beats of the music,
Gilmore fired by electric button, from the podium, 36 cannons, each
tremendous booms in time as he directed the music in maestoso tempo. As
the cannons began booming, the bells from the churches and cathedrals of
the city began pealing wildly. The combined effect was breath-taking and
awe-inspiring. Frenzied and prolonged applause greeted the fiery band
master as he bowed and bowed to the huge audience. (Bands of AmericaSchwartz)."
Thus was New Orleans's early introduction to brass bands from the
North. The city became a haven for brass bands. The occupation of New
Orleans by the Federal forces and their bands was a large influence on the
city and its musical future. The various Federal bands stationed in the city
were very active in their military ceremonies, furthering and reinforcing
the already festive atmosphere of the city. Gilmore returned to Boston in
1865, leaving the city a heritage of great band music.
It was from this brass band heritage that jazz built a firm
background. Once the military bands left after the war, their place was
taken by the Benevolent Societies and the Catholic Church. See article on
St. Thomas Catholic Church in the 'Deep Delta' magazine published by the
Plaquemines Genealogical Society.) The Catholic Church celebrated a
number of church holidays and annual ceremonies including the Way of
the Cross, novenas, Holy Days and weekly religious services such as high
mass, funerals, weddings, etc. These ceremonies took the place of the
military reviews missing since the end of the war. Most every town in
Louisiana contained a Catholic Church as the population of the New
Orleans area was highly Catholic.
There is a strong correlation between the Louisiana brass bands
since the Civil War to early jazz. While there were marching bands in New
Orleans before the Federal occupation, it was the military marching bands
that created an additional impetus for the continued marching tradition in
New Orleans.
One of the strongest correlations between the military marching
band and jazz is between the rhythms of the two styles. The jazz rhythm
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section evolved from the early marching band's rhythm section. The
rhythm section, as part of the marching band, proceeded directly from the
street to the bandstand. The marching band became the band that played
for dancing. The march was, in. fact, an important part of the dance
repertoire of the Civil War era.
The marching drum part, especially the 4/4 march, had the bass
drum hitting on 1 and 3, the snare hitting on 2 and 4. In early jazz, if we
use duple meter (4/4 and 2/4), we have in reality the jazz beat. Both in jazz
and the military march the beat is most important. The early jazz there is a
heavy beat on 2 and 4.
An important point: there were many more bands in the country
than just Black plantation bands. Example: IN plaquemines parish around
1890, there were at least fifteen or so white brass bands playing and
approximately ten black bands that were active. In the parishes of
Jefferson, St. James, St. Johns, LaFourche and other surrounding parishes
there must have been, during the latter part of the 19th Century, over a
hundred bands playing, all of them having easy traveling access to New
Orleans. Most of these bands were in existence as early as 1880, some
appearing as early as the year after the Civil War. These bands were not
just on the plantations but in the many small settlements like those in
Plaquemines parish, which contained both White and Black musicians,
usually not in the same band.
There was close contact between the city and country musicians.
As early as 1864 there were bands from New Orleans playing in the
country. There were many excursions, beginning in New Orleans (both
Black and White), to the country and vice versa. The surrounding area of
New Orleans was like a spooked wheel - New Orleans being the hub of
this wheel, drawing to the center from all surrounding areas, brass bands
of various sizes and instrumentation.
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Militant Spirituals
There was a group of spiritual that were militant in nature. They
were available for camp purposes with very little change upon the
symbolism that was part of every spiritual. One such spiritual was "Mail
Mary."
"One more valiant soldier here one more valiant soldier
here
One more valiant soldier here, to help me beat de cross.
O Hail, Mary hail! Hail, Mary, Hail! Mail, Mary, hail! to
help me bear de cross."
The original might have been soul instead of soldier but spirituals
were adaptable for the situation and the need. In the Atlantic Monthly of
June, 1867 in the article "Negro Spirituals" we read of the use of another
spiritual entitled "My Army Cross Over:"
"It was a very ringing song, though not so grandly jubilant as the next,
which was really impressive as the singers pealed it out, when marching or
rowing or embarking. The words are as follows:
"My army cross over, my army cross over
We'll cross de river Jordan. My army cross over
We'll cross de danger water, my army cross over;
We'll cross de mighty Myo. My army cross over
My army cross over, my army cross over
O Pharaoh's army drowned! My army cross over."
There were many others used as militant hymns The spiritual "Ride
in, Kind Savoir was said to have "a military ring about it. "Spiritual of a
marching nature were also used as material for the "shout." We read:
"The faithful called it "Marching Round Jericho," when, clearing
the benches away, they marched round and round the mourners' bench
singing and stopping at intervals for prayer or to shout out."
The Negro had songs they sang as they marched. We read of one
mention of 5000 Negro troops marching and singing: in the Sept., 1900,
Musical Record in an article "Music and the Negro:"
"Going North during the latter part of the war (Sic. Civil War), I
was commissary storekeeper at the fortified military post of Portsmouth,
Va., General Robt. Veile, commanding. During the first of the year 1865,
the post was threatened from the south, by the Confederate General
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Longstreet, and General B. F. Bulter sent us hastily, five thousand Negro
troops from his headquarters at Fortress Monroe, and they rapidly
disembarked from steamers and barges on the dock very near our
commissary department, formed and proceeded to the fortifications, a mile
or two outside the town, with two bands, one in front and one in rear, and
while thus on the quick march with both bands playing, with the clash of
bands, roar of drums and blaze of trumpets, these five thousand Negro
troops, all splendidly equipped, sang, in the most tremendous volume of
tone that I shall ever hear again in this world, the popular war song of
"Babylon has Fallen," that fairly shook the town, and added consternation
and terror to the hearts of the rebel part of the population. Longstreet
retired without delivering the assault against our fortifications."
These militant spirituals were very much like marches and the
rhythm used was like the march. We read in the 1918 New Music Review
of April, 1918 that: "There are in 2-4 or 4-4. Almost all have the accent
falling on the after beat. The reason the Spirituals are in 2-4 time is
because they were probably improvised to the swaying of the body and the
clapping of the hands which is almost the march rhythm." The march with
the advent of jazz transferred the 2-4 rhythm and became the 'two-step'.
We find mention of this in the March, 1911 Jacobs' Orchestra Monthly:
"Thus far in composition, however, he (Sic: a Mr. Grady) has confined
himself wholly to the instrumental, though later it is probable that he may
be heard from in another field. Some of his principal published numbers
are "The Defender" (March), "Columbia" (March), "Mocking Witchery"
(Dance Vie), "Dance of the Monkeys" (Character), and "Independence"
(March and two-step).
We have further evidence that the Negro soldier marched to music,
either unaccompanied singing or with the guitar. In the Journal of
American Folk Lore (Jan./March. 1903 we read:
"The music of the Negroes which we listened to may be put under
three heads: The songs sung by our men when at work digging or wheeling
on the mound, unaccompanied; the songs of the same men at quarter or on
the march, with guitar accompaniment; and the songs, unaccompanied of
the indigenous Negroes, indigenous opposed to our men imported from
Clarksdale, 15 miles distance.....Their singing at quarters and on the march
with the guitar accompaniment was naturally mostly "ragtime with the
instruments seldom venturing beyond the inversions of the three chords of
a few major and minor keys."
Marches were also used in the silent films. The pianist had to
choose the correct characteristic piece for the action on the screen. In the
March, 1915 Cadenza a theater pianist talks about some of the music and
how and what he selects to play:
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"For Mohammed and Egyptian pictures I use such pieces as
"Marche des Bilbaros," by Gottschalk. It would depend on the picture
where I would start to play this march. The "Rakoczy Marche," by Liszt, is
another good one. For war pictures I use Sousa's "Marche Ludeos," E. T.
Paul's marches or "Fraternity."
It was said how fast the Negro musicians would pick up a tune
after hearing it. The music played was played in typical Negro style
explained as "It was mostly dance music that they played - typical Negro
syncopated dance and march-rhythm."
So often Negro music is associated with the march rhythm. Both
jazz and the march make the human organism responsive to musical
vibrations. In What is the difference between each' steady rhythm? Does
Jazz Put the Sin in Syncopation? is the title of an article in the August,
1923 issue of Ladies Home Journal. It states:
"This fact is recognized. What instincts then are aroused by jazz?
Certainly not deeds of valor or martial courage, for all marches and
patriotic hymns are of regular rhythm and simple harmony, decidedly not
contentment or serenity, for the songs of home and the love of native land
are all of the simplest melody and harmony with noticeably regular
rhythm. Jazz disorganizes all regular laws and order, it stimulates to
extreme deeds, to a breaking away from the rules and conventions. It is
harmful and dangerous, and its influence is wholly bad."
Since John Philip Sousa broke away from the popular norm of the
day and began writing marches something that was wanting in the popular
music of his day. In the Sept. 1923 Metronome we read how the march
was popular and "just like that came 'Jazz.' " The popularity of the march
first and then jazz is written about in Sept. 1923 Metronome:
"PRE- JAZZ, JAZZ, POST-JAZZ. For the period of its national
existence, America has as large a treasury of people's music as any other
nation, including folk-music of unknown authorship and the songs of
known American composers. Probably the largest portion of this music
antedates the Civil War, while American musicians were frankly
American. There was a time, from the Sixties to the appearance of Sousa,
when America went to sleep musically or worshipped strange gods, our
talented ones trying to recompose German or Italian music-with doleful
results! (Some of them are still at it.) Lordy, what dull stuff our organists
and directors of that period turned out! The trouble being that they weren't
"talking United States" and couldn't master the musical idioms of Vienna,
Paris or Milan. There are plenty of Sonatas, so why try to composer any
more? Plenty of symphonies, and nothing possible beyond Beethoven's
Seventh and Cesar Franck's; lots of "grand" operas with the field still open
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for the genius who can produce a convincing one-Debussy and Massenet
each succeeded once in this well-nigh impossible task. To date, American
musicians filled with unassailable European ways, have failed in this also.
Sousa broke away and began writing marches, something wanted in music.
Others came to life and did likewise, sometimes going better than Sousa.
From that day the stiff, formal, uninspiring Western European Marches
were heard less and less. Who hears a European March anywhere today?
They are gone! America is American again, musically later on a lot of
talented, uninstructed chaps began concocting lively, unclassifiable stuff in
their own way, full of rhythm and noise. Some one styled it "ragtime,"
probably because he couldn't count its measures, one, two, three, or, one,
two, three, four. Here and there a pedant tried to grasp the "main idea" and
tie it down to a five-quarter count. incorrigible Europeities! The ragtimers
paid no attention to the scholars, and American rhythms invaded all parts
of the world, followed by execrations and cheers. Then came the Great
War and the stupendous mobilization and march of men from everywhere,
the American Army having every race under Heaven in its legions. March!
March ! Strike up the band! Zowie! What strange march-music! Every
race had thrown its motive into the composition and shouted "let's go."
Just like that came "Jazz" shattered the walls of Jericho and American
musical instinct was in the Land of Promise."
America evolved a popular music of its own at the time of the Civil
War. Before that it borrowed or imitated foreign importations, chiefly
English and German War demanded march-tunes and is it all times a
prolific breeder of them. War and love between them gave us music! In the
Sunset, March 1924 we read of this thought expanded:
"Here was a war which deeply touched the hearts of the Nation, a
war of liberation in which feeling ran blood-hot on both sides. Out of such
emotional tumult music is always born. The result was that both from the
North and the South came march-tunes of unexampled energy and
rhythmic force. Is there anywhere else in the world such a march-tune as
“Marching Through Georgia,” to name but one?
Along with the marches, of course, came songs of sentiment, such
as the inimitable ones of Stephen Collins Foster - “My Old Kentucky
Home,” “Suwannee Ribber” and the like. These also are truly native; their
sweetness is that of corn on the cob, their passionate tenderness that of a
nation in travail. But it is the march-tune that had most to do with the
evolution of Jazz, since it emphasized rhythm rather than sentiment, and
therefore provided the intermediary step between the march-tune and the
modern Jazz-dance that of ragtime.
Whence came the ferocious energy of our American marches? The
Negro usually gets the credit for our songs of sentiment, but the dynamic
eneergy of the American march is something different. It is too forthright
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and direct for the indolent Negro. Some of this energy came fromt he
emotions of the period; some is native to the free-spirited American
people. But is it not also possible that the redskin had something to do
with it? The pioneers, the trappers and scouts of the plains must have
heard the war-drums beating many times. Indian warfare was the only kind
they knew, and they must have witnessed many a sinister war dance
besides the Indian camp fire at night so that the pounding rhythm got into
their blood.
The marches themselves, of course, are of the european pattern; but
the furious energy of them is Western, indo-American. Would not the
soldiers be prone to reject any tune in which the energy of the drums was
less fierce than that of the redskin’s tom-tom? Maybe this is a far-fetched
theory; but no man knows in how many obscure ways the silent,
dispossessed Indian has touched our lives. When an English-speaking
foreigner arrives on our shores the first thing that assures him he is really
in the United States is apt to be a wooden Indian outside a cigar-store.
Among the first questions he asks is where do we get such queer place
names as Manhattan, Potomac, Idaho. If he asks whence came the furious
pounding of the drums in our cabarets, what answer should we give him?
But wherever it came from, the “pep” of the American march was
never lost. On the contrary, it was seized upon, developed and came to a
head in the magnificent march-tunes of Sousa, about the time of the
Spanish-American trouble.
When Sousa wrote his first marches there was little or no rag-time;
practically none in his spirited tunes. His specialty was the um-pah, umpah, um-pah of the military band, common also to European music. But
others imitated him, and somebody-no doubt a lazy negro from the south
blessed with the peculiar African gift of maintaining perfect time while
seeming to take liberties-began slurring the um-pahs together, giving us a
brand new march rhythm. The result was that in place of two distinct umpahs we get that typically ragtime rhythm.......Now the foundation of all
dance-music is the straight one-one-one-one of the tom-tom. This may be
split up by sharp accent into one-two, one-two and its compounds, giving
the march, the two-step and fox-trot.”
The above statements show the relationship of the march to the
two-step and fox-trot. Indeed, much music was published in this era
stating on the cover that while it might be called a march or cakewalk one
could dance the two-step, fox-trot, polka, etc. to the same song. This
relationship is written about in the April 17, 1923 issue of the Musical
Courier. In the Feb. 13th, 1923 issue of Musical American we read that
"Today, virtually all popular music is called jazz, though sometimes it is
an old fashioned waltz, sometimes a polka, sometimes a march and
sometimes an opera air dressed up in the Grotesque jazz toggery."
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Whether a song is notated as a certain type is depended more on
the method adapted than it does upon the tune itself. In the March Harpers
in "anatomy of Jazz we read:
"Take that good old Methodist hymn "Shall we Gather At The
River." Play it on the organ, with its old-fashioned draggy sonorousness,
snap it into a Boy Scout march, try it for a one-step, slow it up, syncopate
it, throw in a few minors where majors used to be, and you will almost
think you have a "Mammy" song."
"There is apportion of the brain whose function it is to respond to
rhythm. This portion is very well supplied with blood from the heart and is
subject to great excitement. When excited this in turn increases the heartbeat, raises the blood-pressure, exalts the feelings and makes us want to do
something between keeping time and fighting.
In all the nations the warlike music, generating a high emotional
intensity, has been rhythmic whatever else it Was. Uncouth persons might
remind us that the wedding march is also rhythmic-but that is another
story. Strong rhythm has always contributed to releasing the instinct for
positive action, whether it be a fight or a frolic,....As far as strength of
rhythm moves a fox-trot by Whiteman differs only in degree from a march
by Sousa."
Wars always spurns patriotic and martial music. World War I
effects American popular music and we find a large group of march type
music which in turn spurned and evolved into jazz. We read of this
development in the Nov. 1923, Arts and Decorations:
"Color and action rather than words and melody invited our moods,
and fleeting they had to be. The war evoked the heart-interest songs which
might have been expected. These were chiefly of the marching type, since
the value of singing armies came in for much publicity. The song output
between 1914 and 1916, as interesting and serviceable as it was, proved
far afield from any American folk-song root, and though its more dynamic
caliber effectually turned attention from the "Hitchy-Koo" type of
composition, the end of the war for the time silenced them as painful
reminders. No American songs of fine, simple dignity and lasting appeal
are recorded. War music came to be utilitarian rather than artistic. Only a
little of it was even spontaneous."
The march and ragtime are direct influences on jazz In the June
19th, 1923 Music Leader the statement is made that: "After all, jazz is
nothing new, being merely syncopation under another name. It originated
in John Philip Sousa's rhythmic marches, which gave zest and pep to the
band, and set the blood tingling and this was many years ago." The Sousa
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name continues to be spoken about in regard to popular music and one of
his marches is even in the mechanical style of Antheils'. The Sousa march
the "Volunteers uses an electric motor and other apparatuses. We read:
"It was during one of Jimmy's eight years in the orchestra pit of the
New York Hippodrome that Sousa came forward with his wartime march,
the Volunteers, depicting a scene in a busy shipyard. Sousa asked for a
reveting effect. Jimmy obliged. He attached a piece of iron to the wheel of
an electric motor, fixed another piece of iron so the first would hit it, and
turned on the current. He named it Trap number 76."
Another technique that was used in some marching bands became
one of the most popular of jazz effects - the glissando of the trombone. In
the Feb. 1925 issue of Schribners in an article entitled "Ragtime, Jazz and
High Art" we read:
"Jazz, strictly speaking, is instrumental effects, the principal one
being the grotesque treatment of the portamento, especially in the windinstruments. The professor of jazz, in the English of genius, calls these
effects "smears." The writer first heard jazz performed by tromboneplayers in some of the marching bands in the days of our war preparation.
(check Sunset Mag. march,1923 page 63 of this article.)

